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ABSTRACT 

Il  seguente  lavoro  di  tesi  è  stato  svolto  presso  l’università  dei  Paesi  Baschi  (Universidad  del  País 

Vasco – UPV), Spagna, con relatore Jesús Cuadrado Rojo, professore della ETSI di Bilbao (UPV/EHU) 

del dipartiento di ieccanica e in collaborazione con il Politecnico di Torino, con la supervisone del 

vicediretore  del  Dipartiento  di  Energia  –  DENER  Marco  Perino,  nonchè  professore  ordinario  e 

ieibro efetvo del Collegio di Ingegneria Edile. 

Per il costante interesse rivolto all’edilizia e all’ambiente, ho deciso di focalizzare il lavoro verso la 

sostenibilità edilizia nonché sul consuio energetco degli edifci priia e dopo la loro 

riqualifcazione energetca. Nello specifco, l’edifcio di studio prevederà la riqualifcazione 

energetca della facciata. 

L’edifcio,  oggeto  di  studio,  è  una  scuola  elementare  ubicata  in  Getxo,  Paesi  Baschi,  Spagna.  Di 

questo, verrà efetuata la certfcazione energetca priia e dopo la ristruturazione della facciata, 

con lo scopo di confrontare i risultat  otenut e iostrare  la riduzione della  doianda e consuio 

energetco ed infne di eiissioni di CO2. 

Sarà  possibile  prendere  visione  delle  diferenze  cliiatche  e  noriatve  tra  i  due  luoghi,  Getxo  e 

Torino,  poiché  la  ‘Azkorri  Ikastetxea’,  nome  della  scuola  oggeto  di  studio,  verrà  virtualmente 

spostata a Torino, della quale si efetuerà nuovaiente la classifcazione energetca. 

I sofware utlizzat saranno 2: 

- Edilcliia, usato per la classifcazione energetca in Italia; 

- CE3X, usato per la classifcazione energetca in Spagna. 
 

La tesi verrà suddivisa in diversi capitoli e sotocapitoli; riguarderà l’efcienza energetca, gli edifci 

sostenibili e le relatve strategie passive ed atve, fno a giungere alla parte pratca dell’utlizzo dei 

sofware, oteniiento dei risultat e stesura delle conclusioni. Non iancherà la descrizione 

dell’edifcio  con  le  relatve  piante  e  prospet  (non  in  scala),  stratgrafe  dell’involucro  edilizio  e  i 

relatvi iipiant. 
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1 Introducton 

Produrre energia  signiica  soddisfare i bisogni delle generazioni present ma  allo stesso tempo 

tutelare  quelle  future  insieme  al  benessere  del  pianeta.  Un  obietvo  che  porta  con  sé  una 

costante  analisi  delle  risorse  e  una  altretanto  costante  ricerca  tecnologica,  che  punt  a  unire 

prestazioni  e  sostenibilità,  come  issato  anche  dal  protocollo  di  Kyoto  prima  e  dai  più  recent 

accordi di Parigi (Cop 21) poi.  

Tradurre  questo  assunto  nel  contesto  odierno  vuol  dire  quindi  ripensare  il  modo  di  produrre 

energia, ridimensionando in modo importante l’uso di combustbili di origine fossile e la 

conseguente emissione  di gas clima-alterant, come l’anidride carbonica, e  studiando soluzioni 

sempre più innovatve. In due parole: riconversione energetca. 

Il  passaggio  dalle  due  parole  ai  fat  richiede  organizzazione,  pianiicazione    e    investment. 

wrote Marco Cosenza in ‘Wired’(22 August 2016). 

The  Kyoto  Protocol  is  an  internatonal  agreeient,  adopted  on  11  Deceiber  of  1997  during  the 

Kyoto Conference (Cop3) but it entered into force only on 16 February of 2005. To enter into force 

it  had  to  be  approved  by  no  less  than  55  countries  of  the  Partes  whose  eiissions  sui  was  to 

represent not less than 55% of the total. 

It borns for fghtng the cliiate 

change, arguably the greatest and 

worrying environiental problei  of 

the iodern era, with its CO 2 eiissions 

into the atiosphere caused by the 

huian developient. The Kyoto 

Protocol coiiits its Partes by setng 

internatonally binding greenhouse gas 

eiission reducton targets. The target 

has  to be  coipared  to  1990  eiission 

levels (baseline). To do this, the partes 

Figure 1.1 - Global temperature and CO2  
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have to iipleient a natonal systei for ionitoring of greenhouse gasses eiissions. It will be 

updated annually. Figure 1 shows us the CO2 increase during the years. 

The GreenHouse Gases - GHG that have to be reduced are: 
 

• CO2 (carbon dioxide) produced by the use of fossil energy sources and industrial actvites as 

well as in transport; 

• CH4 (iethane), produced froi landfll of waste, livestock faris and rice crops; 

• N2O (nitrous oxide), produced in the agricultural and cheiical industries; 
 

• HFC (hydrofuorocarbons), used in the cheiical and ianufacturing industries; 
 

• PFC (Perfuorinated Cheiicals), used in the cheiical and ianufacturing industries; 
 

• SF6 (sulfur hexafuoride), used in the cheiical and ianufacturing industries. 
 

The CO2 currently is the iost relevant greenhouse gas that has the iain power on the cliiate 

(accountng for iore than 55% to the greenhouse efect today's). 
 
 

 
Figure 1.2 – Greenhouse gases  
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The Kyoto Protocol was an iiportant treaty, even if it is just a frst step, insufcient to contain 

cliiate change. However, it was an iiportant beginning. 

We will briefy review the conferences that took place during the years. None of these led to an 

agreeient: 
 

• Cop 15, Deceiber 2009 - Conference of Copenhagen; 
 

• Cop 16, Deceiber 2010 - Conference of Cancun; 
 

• Cop 17, Deceiber 2011 - Conference of Durban; 
 

• Cop 18, Deceiber 2012 - Conference of Doha; 
 

• Cop 19, Noveiber 2013 - Conference of Warsavia; 
 

• Cop 20, Deceiber 2014 - Conference of Liia; 
 

Arriving at the Cop 21 held in Paris, concluding a cliiate agreeient, very iiportant and aibitous, 

to be iipleiented by 2020. It provides an increase in global teiperature of not iore than 2°C. 

The iain causes of CO2 producton coie froi: 

 

➢     Transportaton sector; 

➢       Energy industries; 
 

 
 

➢ Agriculture sector; 

➢ Building sector; 

➢ Industry sector; 
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➢ Waste sector. 

 
The aii of the thesis work is focused on the building sector. A school building in Getxo, Bilbao 

(Basque Country) will be studied and the following steps will be executed: 

• Study of its envelope (type of constructon, iaterials used, detectng diseases); 
 

• The facade will be reforied with new constructon techniques and iaterials that reduce 

energy loss; 

• The building energy loss will be identfed using a Spanish sofware, afer and before the 

refurbishient; 

• The building energy loss will be identfed using also an Italian sofware; 
 

• The two energy certfcates will be coipared. 
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2 Energy efciency 
 

2.1 Introducton 
 

It is becoiing increasingly clear that energy efciency needs to be central in energy policies around 

the world. All of the core iiperatves of energy policy – reducing energy bills, decarbonisaton, air 

polluton, energy security, and energy  access  –  are  iade iore atainable  if led by strong  energy 

efciency policy. Efciency is the keyword for the world transitons to clean energy. It can iake the 

transiton cheaper, faster and iore benefcial across all sectors of our econoiies. Indeed, there is 

no realistc or afordable energy developient strategy that is not led by energy efciency, despite it 

is far froi fulflling its potental: globally, two-thirds of it’s potental remains untapped. About the 

70%,  of  the  world’s  energy  use,  takes  place  outside  of  any  efciency  perforiance  requireients. 

For  exaiple,  during  the  building  constructon,  there  is  no  codes  or  standard  applied  to  it.  It 

increases the polluton eiission. 

Can the world can achieve iore? Energy efciency is the one energy resource that every country 

possesses  in abundance. The greatest efciency gains  have been  led by a good policy. The worst 

efciency gains have been led by an absent or inadequate policy. 

 
Global trends in energy intensity  

 
Data  froi  the  'Internatonal  Energy  Agency 

(IEA)',  tell  us  that  aiount  of    energy    used 

per unit of gross doiestc product (GDP) 

decreased by 1.8% in 2015 and 1.5% in  

2014, and tripling the annual rate (0.6%) 

seen in the previous decade (fgure2.1). 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2.1-changes in Energy intensity from 2003-30  
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Despite these gains, the pace of intensity iiproveients is too slow to reach the established goal of 

liiitng  global  teiperature  increase  to  2°C,  as  expected  in  the  Paris  Agreeient  (COP  21).  The 

analysis  of  Internatonal  Energy  Agency  (IEA)  shows  that  annual  energy  intensity  iiproveients 

need to rise iiiediately to at least 2.6% in a trajectory consistent with our cliiate goals. 

At  the  country  level,  the  trends  are  iore  iixed.  China  achieved  the  greatest  iiproveient  in 

energy  intensity  (Figure  2.2).  The  Chinese  econoiy  consuied  5.6%  less  energy  per  unit  GDP  in 

2015 than it did in 2014, iarking the second consecutve year in which the rate of energy intensity 

iiproveient surpassed the annual average over the previous decade. In the picture below it can 

see the diferent countries’ iiproveient. 
 

 
Figure 2.2 - Changes in primary energy intensity for selected countries  

 
The energy producton is undoubtedly higher in countries with eierging econoiies. These country 

fear  that  the  reducton  of  energy  deiand  can  cause  daiage  to  econoiic  developeient  (less 

energy consuipton = less producton). Under a productvity fraiework, policy iakers in eierging 

econoiies could prioritze objectves to increase energy services and energy consuipton, which 

would drive econoiic growth and achieve wider social objectves tie, allow the achieveient of 

objectves. 
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The improving of energy intensity    

 
The greatest iiproveient in fnal energy intensity (TFC 1/GDP) since 2000 has been in the services 

sector (Figure2.3), where econoiic growth outpaced energy deiand growth. The Intensity in the 

services  sector  fell  by  24%  between  2000  and  2014,  about  2%  per  year.  Conversely,  the  energy 

intensity of passenger transport, increased by 15% globally between 2000 and 2015. This refects 

the growing deiand for personal vehicle transport, driven by rising per capita incoie. Energy use 

in  personal  transport  has  been  growing  annually  fve  ties  faster  than  populaton.  Industrial 

intensity  is  iiproving  iore  rapidly.  In  OECD2  countries  between  2000  and  2014,  industrial  fnal 

energy  use  fell  0.9%  per  year  on  average  while  industrial  GVA3  rose  0.8%.  Non-OECD  industrial 

intensity was stable over this period. In services, GVA has grown 7.2% per year on average in non- 

OECD countries  against 5.5% growth  in energy  use;  in OECD countries, GVA growth  has  been 2% 

while energy deiand growth has been only 1%. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 TFC is the sui of consuipton by all end-use sectors: industry, transport, buildings (including residental and services) 
and other (including agriculture and non-energy use). It excludes internatonal iarine and aviaton bunkers, except at 
world level where both are included in the transport sector [3]. 
2 Organisaton for Econoiic Co-operaton and Developient (OECD). 
3 Gross Value Added in given sector. Intensites are calculated as thousand tonnes of oil equivalent per billion 2010 USD 
using purchasing power parity. Passenger intensity is ieasured by passenger transport energy consuipton per capita; 
residental is residental buildings energy consuipton per capita; industry is industrial sector energy consuipton per 
industrial sector GVA; services is services sector energy consuipton per services sector GVA. 
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Figure 2.3 - Change in world TFC intensity by sector, 2000-14 [from Internatonal Energy Agency (IEA)]  

 
Focus our atenton on the building sector and study its developient in the energy feld. 

 
2.2 Energy efnciency in building sector 

 
2.2.1 The sustainable architecture 

 
An iiportant aspect that iade a crisis of iodern architecture is the lack of control of 

environiental characters during the design phase, constructon and use of the built environient. 

What does the ‘environmental characters’ means? It is the coibinaton of two aspects: 

1. The  relaton  between  the  architecture's environiental  perforiance  and  the  constructon 

processes, use of iaterials and environiental resources. It ieans what is its environiental's 

iipact at local and global levels; 

2. The relaton between the architecture's environiental perforiance and the building's 

requireients (connected to the indoor coifort of heat, cold, natural light ..). 

All the setleients, froi the oldest to the iost iodern are 'unsustainable' because they are open 

theriodynaiic systeis and they dissipate energy for to satsfacton the aspects (1) and (2). 

The role of designers (a teai of engineers and architects) is to reduce, as soon as possible, the use 

of energy and iake the setleients (building, group of buildings, civil works etc ..) froi 

'unsustainable' to 'sustainable'. 

17 
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So, the sustainable architecture is the set of iore aspects: 

 
- The energy consuied during its constructon; 

 
- The iaterials used (local produce or iiport, so the Iiport costs); 

 
- The energy consuied during its exercise; 

 
- The disposal of constructon iaterials. 

 
In other words, it is a conscious approach to energy and ecological conservaton to iiniiize costs 

and CO2 eiissions during its constructon and use. It also reduces the environiental iipact. 

Soie exaiple of the sustainable architecture selected by The American Insttute of Architects (AIA) 

and  its  Commitee  on  the  Environment  (COTE)  are  showed  below.  These  belong  to  the  top  ten 

sustainable architecture and ecological design projects for 2016: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.4 - Biosciences Research Building 

(BRB); Galway, Ireland / Payete and 

Reddy Architecture + Urbanism 

 
‘The design of the BRB embraces the moderate climate of Ireland. By locatng low-load spaces along 

the perimeter of the building, the project is able to take advantage of natural ventlaton as the sole 

conditoning  strategy  for  the  majority  of  the  year  and  is  supplemented  less  than  10%  of  the  year  

with radiant heatng. Due to this approach, 45% of this intensive research building is able to functon 

without  mechanical  ventlaton.  This  is  an  extremely  simple,  yet  radical  approach  and  is  rarely 

implemented to even a modest extent in similar laboratories in comparable U.S. climates.’ 
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Figure 2.5 - Jacobs Insttute for Design 

Innovaton; Berkeley, CA / Leddy 

Maytum Stacy Architects  

 

‘Founded on the convicton that design can help address some of society’s most pressing challenges, 

the  Jacobs  Insttute  for  Design  Innovaton  at  UC  Berkeley  is  devoted  to  introducing    sustainable 

design innovaton at the core of university life. The project provides a new interdisciplinary hub for 

students  and  teachers  from  across  the  university  who  work  at  the  intersecton  of  design and 

technology. It is designed as both a collaboratve, project-based educatonal space and a symbol to 

the region of the University’s commitment to sustainable innovaton, modelling high-density / low- 

carbon living and learning by reducing energy use 90% below natonal baseline.’  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.6 - Rene Cazenave Apartments; 

San Francisco / Leddy Maytum Stacy 

Architects and Saida + Sullivan Design 

Partners, Associated Architect  
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‘This supportve housing for formerly chronically homeless individuals replaces a  former parking lot 

and  freeway  of-ramp  with  a  high  density,  transit  oriented,  and  healthy  living  alternatve.  Filtered 

ventlaton,  low  emitng  materials,  ample  daylight  and  views  combine  to  aid  the  residents,  many 

with  mental  and  physical  disabilites.  Energy  costs  for  the  residents  and  non-proit  owner  are 

minimized by a combinaton of high efciency lightng and hydronic heatng, a contnuously  

insulated  rain-screen  building  envelope  and  a  roof  top  solar  canopy  with  both  hot  water  and 

photovoltaic panels. Water is carefully managed by a vegetated roof, smart irrigaton, a courtyard 

storm water tank and reclaimed water piping.’ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.7 - The Dixon Water 

Foundaton Josey Pavilion; Flato 

Architects  

 
‘The Josey Pavilion is a mult-functonal educaton and meetng center that supports the mission of 

the Dixon Water Foundaton to promote healthy watersheds through sustainable land management. 

Traditonally  livestock  has  caused  more  harm  than  good  by  overgrazing  and  not  allowing  natve 

prairies to play their important role in habitat and watershed protecton, and carbon sequestraton. 

As  a  certied  Living  Building,  the  Josey  Pavilion  facilitates  a  deeper  understanding  of  how  grazing 

livestock  as  well  as  the  built  environment  can  work  to  do  more  good  than  harm.  Just  like    the 

Heritage  Live  Oak  that  deines  the  site,  the  building  tempers  the  climate  and  enhances  visitor 

experience by shading the sun, blocking the wind, and providing protected views.’ 

20 
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2.2.2 The building sector 

 
The energy consuied in building constructon, for space heatng and doiestc hot water, accounts 

for about 40% of all energy consuipton in the EU, and represents about 25% of EU total eiissions 

of carbon dioxide, one of the iain causes of the efect the greenhouse and the consequent rise in 

teiperature of the globe. 

Adoptng energy saving ieasures you can: 
 

- Consuie less energy; 
 

- Reduce the heatng and air conditoning costs; 
 

- Iiprove the level of coifort and welfare of those who stay and live there; 
 

- Reduce greenhouse gas eiissions; 
 

- Save on utlity bills. 
 

How does it can reach it? First of all adoptng constructon techniques and iaterials that allow to 

reducing consuipton of heatng and cooling. In a nutshell, increase the therial resistance of the 

building. Secondly, adopt the use of renewable energy and energy efcient technologies. So before 

isolatng the building and afer relying on renewable resources. 

The European experiences and the German pragmatsm  
 

In  the  constructon  feld,  indoor  coifort iiproves along with  the  evoluton  of  the  liiits of 

acceptable consuipton that are getng iore stringent with the deionstraton of the efciency of 

the passivhaus. 

The  basic  idea  is  to  get  a  very  efcient  envelope  to  ensure  suitable  internal  coifort  conditons 

through the preservaton of all therial gains available. 

The passive house standard is based on the perforiance of the necessary eleients in a building, as 

opaque and glazed envelope and the ventlaton systei. it doesn't need introduce experiiental or 

coiplex  coiponents  and  it  doesn't  require  to  changes  the  users'  habits.  The  strategies  to  be 

adopted to reach the levels of expected consuipton are listed: 
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- Opaque envelope with high insulaton that can be reached through an insulator thickness 35, 40 

ci; 

- Constructons techniques that involve the near absence of therial bridges; 
 

- High-perforiance glazed eleients. These iust ensure iaxiiui solar gain during the day and 

iinor  losses  overnight.  Usually,  the  window  has  a  triple  clear  glass  with  double  air  chaiber 

containing inert gas and efectvely isolated fraies; 

- Air tghtness of the building and iechanical ventlaton systei with heat recovery. 
 

These strategies are valid in Gerian and contnental cliiate, therefore, cannot always be 

translated in other European contexts. Anyway, the ratonal use of natural resources is no longer an 

opton, it is  now a necessity, and it is  possible  thanks  to new  therial walls, iiproved insulaton, 

efcient HVAC systeis, and consuipton. 

 
There are a lot of solutons that we can be adopted in order to save energy and iake the building 

iore efcient. The nZEB (nearly Zero Energy Building) is an exaiple of a low-energy house. 

 
2.2.3 The nZEB 

 
The nZEB, nearly zero-energy building, ieans a building that has a very high energy perforiance, 

where  the  consuiing  of  the  priiary  energy  is  about  0  kWh/i2  year.  The  aiount  of  energy 

required, for these buildings, should be covered to a very signifcant extent by renewable sources 

energy produced on-site or nearby. 

This  topic  has  becoie  very  iiportantly  afer  the  Directve  2010/31/UE  (Energy  Perforiance  of 

Buildings Directve, EPBD) and 2012/27/UE (Energy Efciency Directve). They show an overview of 

goals about the building's perforiance and their energy efciency. The Meibers' States have the 

work to choice an own soluton to achieve these goals. 

The  energy  perforiance  of  a  building  is  deteriined  by  the  annual  energy  consuipton  for  the 

indoor coifort, like the use for heatng, cooling and doiestc hot water needs. By 31 Deceiber 
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2020, all new buildings are nearly zero-energy buildings, and afer 31 Deceiber 2018, all public's 

buildings too. 

The  building  rehabilitaton  represents  the  iost  deianding  challenge.  They  iust  adapt  to  new 

levels of perforiance and their change is defnitely iore coiplex than the new buildings, 

efciently designed froi the frst step. 

According  to  the  European  directves  ientoned  above,  a  building  can  be  considered  nZEB  if  his 

energy annual generaton/consuipton is low enough to result in zero balance through the use of 

renewable  energy  sources.  It  can  be  possible  if  there  are  a  reduced  deiand  for  energy  and  a 

siiultaneous producton of renewable energy in site. 

Although the concept of nZEB iay seei siiple and iiiediate, it isn't. A diferents professionals 

with  diferent  knowledge  have  to  collaborate  for  develop  the  project.  They  are  involved  in  the 

design and  constructon  of  the  building,  as  architects,  engineers,  plant  engineers,  geologists, 

physicists of the building etc. 

There is a distncton between the study of buildings in a siall-scale and large-scale. 

In the frst case, it is talking about the nZEB, in the second, of BedZEd, 'Zero Energy District', as the 

popular district in Suton, London. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 – BedZED, the eco-village in 

Suton, south of London  
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Health and happiness 
BedZED  residents  say  they  know 
on average 20 of their neighbours 
by name; the local average is 
eight.  

 

Equity and local econoiy 
Half of the homes are for low cost 
rent or shared home ownership.  

 
 
 
 

Sustainable Water 
Water  consumpton  per  BedZED 
resident is about 50% of the 
London average.  

 
 
 

Sustainable iaterials 
Just  over  half  of  the  constructon 
materials by weight came from 
within 35 miles.  

 
 
 

Sustainable Transport 
BedZED  was  the  irst  residental 
locaton in London to have an 
onsite car club from the outset.  

 

 
Zero Carbon 
We estmate BedZED produces 
37% less  carbon  dioxide 
emissions from gas and electricity 
use than an average development 
of the same size and mix of uses.  

 

A BedZED is like an nZEB but in works on a large scale. The Zero Energy District creates a sustainable 

coiiunity in wich iany people live in hariony with each other and in the district too. It doesn't 

consider the buildings individual's consuipton but the consuipton of the whole district. 
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‘BedZED  contnues  to  atract  visitors  from 
around the world. This award winning 
development  was  designed  to  achieve  big 
reductons in climate-changing 
greenhouse  gas  emissions  and  water  use.  
It  sought  to  make  it  easy  for  people  living 
there to have a greener, lower impact 
lifestyle,  relying  less  on  private  cars  and 
producing less waste. Most importantly, 
BedZED has turned out to be a great place 
to live.  
The  project  was  initated  by  Bioregional, 
developed by The Peabody Trust in 
partnership  with  Bioregional  and 
designed  with  architects,  ZEDFactory  (also 
based in BedZED) and Arup engineers. 
Peabody  is  one  of  the  largest  and  longest 
established  providers  of  social  housing  in 
London.’   
- Bioregional.com -  
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The annual consupton considaret in the Zero Enery Building are: 

- Heatng and cooling; 

- Doiestc hot water (DHW); 

- Electric consuptons; 

- Artfcial light, etc... 
 

To get a general view of the building energy consuipton could be also considered the '"Eibodied 

Energy".  this  is  an  energy  uses  during  the  building  constructon,  it  ieans  the  energy  that  was 

required to produce, transport and dispose of the eleient itself. This approach is iore extensive 

and accurate. It gives us inforiaton about the costs of constructon, iaintenance and disposal of 

the saie. It provides us with a iore broad view. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2.9 – Energy efciency ieasures and lower energy bills 

 

The  frst  step  to  reach  an 

nZEB is decreased the 

energy  deiands,  reached 

trough energy efciency 

ieasures. Figure 2.9 
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Figure 2.10 – fotovoltaic panel like Energy supply  

 
The building' iode of use by the users is a factor that afects its consuipton, in fact, the design, 

calculatons, siiulatons, and tests perforied, are referred to a 'standard users'. These results can 

get away froi reality and its actual use, because everyone has the diferent percepton of coifort 

(teiperature, air speed, huiidity, lightng) and habits that are related to the building's proper use 

which aiis to iiniiize waste. 

Unfortunately, today there is  a widespread awareness of the iiproper use of buildings  by users. 

They considerate the technological innovatons not like soiething that can help thei to iiprove 

the building's energy use, but like soiething introduced only to obtain any teiperature within the 

building. They open windows, leave doors open, regulate with excessive teiperature theriostats. 

To obtain the real results consuipton, the building should be ionitored and it is based on actual 

consuipton. 

The second step is the use of 

Energy Supply. It is the delivery 

of fuels or transforied fuels to 

point of 

potentally 

extracton, 

generaton, 

storage   of 

consuipton. It 

encoipasses the 

transiission, 

distributon and 

fuels.    It    is  also 
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Figure 2.11 – Save Energy at home linked to the users’ habits 

 
To  achieve  ZEB  certfcaton  it  iust  verify  the  energy  perforiance  of  the  building  through  its 

testng, and verify the status of the iaterials (acceptance of this by the DTE project ianager) who 

arrive on site. 

What is the approach to get a nZEB? We can fallow three roads: 
 

 Passive  strategies.  A  building  built  to  passive  techniques  exploit  its  geographical  positon  and 

orientaton. It will be able to heat and cooling individually. Indoor air audibility will be 

guaranteed by a natural ventlaton. The aii is to iaxiiize coifort and iiniiize costs.

 Actve  strategies.  A  building  that  exploits  the  actve  strategies  using  energy  froi  renewable 

sources such as solar or photovoltaic panels, iicro wind turbines, heat puips etc ..
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 Hibrid systems. To ensure the highest level of coifort, ofen, only the actve strategies are not 

enough.  The  building  needs  energy  froi  other  sources.  In  this  case  the  building  use  both  of 

thei.

Saie exaiple of passive strategies are: 
 

1. Traditonal passives strategies: passive strategies, used across the globe for centuries, are a 

logical and econoiic response to the environiental conditons of the building, such as the 

teiperature,  orientaton  and  the  wind  in  the  area.  You  can  also  take  advantage  of  the 

geographical  locaton  to  therially  regulate  the  interior  spaces  or  use  iaterials  with  high 

therial iass and insulatng capacity; 

2. Green  house  efect  and  solar  orientaton:  depending  on  the  lattude,  buildings  should  be 

oriented to the south or north to iake the iost of daylight hours. This iiplies a direct or 

indirect solar gain inside the building that greatly afect its energy expenditure. To enhance 

the solar  gain, there  are buildings that try to iake use of  the greenhouse windows, glass 

galleries, glass panels or enclosures. 
 

 

3. Natural ventlaton: this is a iechanisi to create cool air, with is only useful in ioderate 

cliiates. In order to create cross ventlaton, one part of the house iust be designed that is 

cooler and the other warier, so as to generate a fow of fresh air between both parts that 

cools down the roois in its path. It is only useful in spring and fall, because if the outside air 

is warier than the interior of the building, this systei is counterproductve. 

Figure 2.12 - Solar path 

 
Opening  the  walls of  the  house 

to harness solar radiaton all 

day  long,  and  the  efect  of  the 

sun’s positon in winter and 

summer.  
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4. Insulaton  and  enclosures:  good  insulaton  prevents  energy  loss  in  a  building.  Therial 

insulaton should be fted to the external part of the walls, foors and roofs, but it should 

also be used for woodwork and parttons. The widespread use of double-sheet glass will be 

replaced in coiing years to triple-glazed glass and even vacuui insulated glass, preventng 

heat conducton caused by the gas present in the chaiber between two strips. 
 

 

5. Thermal mass: the greater the iass of the building, the iore heat it can accuiulate. The 

building  reiains  wari  at  night,  because  heat  has  been  stored  in  the  foors,  walls  and 

ceilings during the day and dissipate at night. There are high therial iass iaterials such as   
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Figure 2.13 - natural vetlaton   

 
System to generate fresh aire 

valid from moderate climates.  

Figure 2.14 - insulaton

 and enclosures 

 

Insulaton of fachade and roof 

withe insulaton paneles.  
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concrete, adobe or therial clay blocks, which have the ability to slowly release the heat 

they retain. 
 

 

6. Sun protecton in the facade: buildings historically have used traditonal iethods to protect 

against solar radiaton, such as awnings, shuters, blinds, curtains, brise-soleil or other types 

of sunscreens. Technological iiproveient explain that iainly latce systeis or autoiated 

adjustable  openings  have  been  used  in  corporate  or  ofce  buildings.  Other  optons  are 

solutons of facade integratng sun protecton.  
 

 
 
 

  

Figure 2.15 – therial iass 

 
Example of thermal mas   

 
- Trombe Wall -  
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Figure 2.16 – sun protecton in 

the facade 

 

Example of bris-soleil.  
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7. Green  roofs  and  green  walls:  vegetaton  on  the  roof  or  the  facades  represents  a  passive 

therial control systei that purifes the air, cool the interior during the day and regulates 

teiperature  changes  at  night.  The  species  iust  be  natve  and  low  iaintenance.  The 

optons include a green roof, a roof with a rainwater tank and a green facade or indoor wall.  
 

 

8. Ventlated  and  automated  facades:  The  facade  as  building  envelop  can  be  an  iiportant 

factor to reduce energy consuipton. The current iarket present diferent optons, such as 

the ventlated facade or iotorized and autoiated systeis that react in real tie to cliiate 

changes.  A  ventlated  facade  accentuate  this  conditon  through  a  separaton  structure, 

which ensures contnuous ventlaton along the entre surface of the facade.  
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Figure 2.18 – ventlated and 

autoiated facades 

Example of doble skin of San 

Paolo’s Tower en Turin. It  

allowes  

ventlaton.  

the  natural  

Figure 2.17 – green walls and roofs 

 
Exemple of green wall in Madrid.  
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9. Integrate  installatons:  over  the  years,  the  biocliiatc  design  of  hoie  has  resulted  in  the 

increase  of  iiproved  technological  solutons  for  doiestc  energy  supply  with  renewable 

energy.  This  is  the  case  of  solar  photovoltaic,  solar  therial,  wind,  hydro  and  geotherial 

energy  and  the  use  of  bioiass  boilers.  Soie  of  thei  need  to  be  installed  in  the  design 

phase  of  the  house,  and  obviously  lead  to  a  higher  eibodied  energy  than  biocliiatc 

solutons.   
 

 

10. Domotc: autoiated heatng control systeis adjust the teiperature of the house  

according to changes in outside teiperature, tie of day or rooi. The intelligent autoiatc 

control of awnings, blind and curtains, as well as hazards and internal security paraieters 

(sioke, food, burglary), can also be controlled. Thus the overall functoning of the house is 

iuch iore optiized.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Figure 2.19 – integrete 

installaton 

The photovoltaic paneles 

like an help to reduce the 

bill’s cost. 
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Figure 2.20 – doiotc house 
 

It can control and regulate an 

reiote the installaton of the 

house. 
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Let's focus on what iost will relate to the thesis work: 
 

• The passive strategies: 

- building’s orientaton, insulatng and closures (materials and their features); 
 

• The actve strategies: 
 

- Heatng, cooling and ventlaton’s installatons. 33 
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3 Passive strategies: building’s envelope, orientaton and insulaton 

To get the iost froi your hoie: think the sun. The sun can heat and cool your hoie and reduce 

its energy use. More iiportantly, the energy froi the sun can iake your hoie coifortable year 

round. 

There are two types of solar design systeis: passive and actve. 
 

Hoies constructed with passive solar design use the natural ioveient of heat and air to iaintain 

coifortable teiperatures, operatng with litle or no iechanical assistance. It's called passive solar 

because the hoie receives the iaxiiize benefts froi the sun. It stll has standard constructon 

features  but  its  design  allows  to  take  advantage  of  the  sun’s  benefts.,  as  local  breezes  and 

landscape features  such as  shade trees  and windbreaks, and uses  a siiple systei to collect  and 

store solar energy. 

Passive solar design, an idea within the growing trend of green building, is a creatve way to 

use the sun to our advantage, both for heatng and cooling, based on the design of buildings. 

As green building has contnued to become more popular, many changes have been made to 

make  the  design  and  constructon  of  our  buildings  more  environmentally  and  economically 

sustainable.  This  review  focuses  on  the  development  in  passive  solar  applicatons,  from  its 

earliest  appearances  in  ancient  Greek  buildings  to  current  designs  that  take  advantage  of 

radiaton  convecton  or  acrylic  panels.  There  have  been  many  passive  solar  developments  

that can be explored, and the innovatve technology today has brought about great 

advancements in the past few decades alone. As the popularity of green building contnues  

to grow, it is essental to develop an understanding of passive solar design, and other green 

building techniques, in order to be equipped for the years to come.  [History of Passive Solar 

Energy, Scot Barber, East Carolina University]. 

Passive solar systems are used to “collect, store and distribute thermal energy by natural radiaton, 

conducton and convecton through sophistcated design and wise selecton of building materials(( 

defniton, provided by J.K. Paul). Passive solar energy also involves blocking the sun’s rays in order 

to provide cooling during the suiier. Incorporatng solar energy into our buildings will decrease 
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the aiount of ioney we spend on energy as well as extend the tie other sources of energy will 

last. 

Solar  power  has  benefted  civilizatons  for  centuries,  and  the  knowledge  froi  our  past  provides 

foundatonal understanding of the sun’s energy to bring about our current understanding of solar 

power. The earliest known applicaton of solar energy arose during the 15th century B.C. The fgure 

3.1 shows us an old passive solar: 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1 – An old passive solar at Mesa 

Verde’s Clif Palace  

 
To  have  a  beter  understanding  of  passive  solar  energy,  it  is  helpful  to  know  how  to  categorize 

passive  systeis  used  for  this  type  of  solar  energy.  It  dipends  about  the  radiaton  efect  on  the 

building: 

• Direct gain: is the siiplest applicaton of passive 

solar  energy,  where  the  space  of  the  building  is 

directly heated by the sunlight, which iost ofen 

enters  through  windows  within  the  south-facing 

wall  for  buildings  in  the  northern  heiisphere. 

Ideally, in this approach, the iaterials within that 

space  ought  to  be  capable  of  storing  heat    and 

the air fow throughout the rooi  should 

distribute the heat. A representaton of direct Figure 3.2 –  Direct gain passive solar 
Energy. 
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gain is shown in fgure 3.2, which also depicts the diference of the angle of the sun during the 

suiier  and  winter,  and  how  an  overhang  can  be  incorporated  into  the  building  design  for 

further teiperature control. 
 

• Indirect gain: the south-facing wall recive the 

sunlight, and as air ioves throughout the internal 

space, the heat will then be transferred froi the 

wall to the living space. For increased control of 

indoor teiperature, ventlaton at the top and 

botoi of the wall or other therial iass is 

included, assistng in regulatng the teiperature. 

Figure 3.3 clearly displays indirect gain, the use of 

a therial iass for solar heat gain, as well as vents 

integrated into the therial iass for air circulaton 

and heat distributon. 
 
• Isolated  gain:  it  uses  solar  collecton  and  therial 

storage that are separate froi the actual living 

space, ioving heat to the living space through 

natural or forced convecton. Ventlaton is also 

essental  in  this  iethod  of  passive  solar  heat  gain. 

An  advantage  to  isolated  gain  systeis  is  that  they 

can be added to new and existng buildings 

 

 

Figure 3.3 – Indirect gain passive solar 
Energy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.4 – Isolated gain passive solar 
Energy. 

 
 

On the other hand, actve solar use the solar energy to heat a fuid, liquid or air, and then transfer 

the solar heat directly to the interior space or to a storage systei for later use. If the solar systei 

cannot  provide  adequate  space  heatng,  an  auxiliary  systei  provides  the  additonal  heat.  Liquid 

systeis  are  iore  ofen  used  when  storage  is  included,  and  are  well  suited  for  radiant  heatng 

systeis, boilers with hot water radiators, and even absorpton heat puips and coolers. Both liquid 

and air systeis can suppleient forced air systeis. 
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Figure 3.4 – house in North Carolina with actve solar systei 

 
One  of  the  most  important  goals  of  a  building  project  is  the  people’s  comfort.  The  concept  of 

coifort  is  very  broad  and  not  always  easy  to  ensure,  however,  a  good  design  house  project  will 

guarantee the coifort and also an energy saving. 

Build a house with passive strategies require careful planning and the focus on the following points: 
 

• The envelope; 
 

• The orientaton; 
 

• The insulatng. 
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This  North  Carolina  home  gets  most    of 

its  space  heatng  from  the  passive  solar 

design, but the solar thermal system 

supplies  both  domestc  hot  water  and  a 

secondary radiant foor heatng system.  

|Energy.gov|  
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3.1 The building envelope 
 

The building envelope is the eleient  that  works like  an interface between inside and outside, its 

functon  is  to  close  and  protect  the  interior  areas.  The  envelope  is  not  only  we  can  see,  like  a 

facade, but every eleient that works to separate the inside froi outside like the roof and the wall 

in contact with the ground (garages, cellar..). 

The  aii  of  the  building  envelope  is  to  create  enclosed  spaces  for  the  huian's  needes.  It  has  to 

protect thei froi the outer teiperature, but on the other hand they also need a space in which 

they can feel safe, relax theiselves, entertain social relatons, create, work, etc.. The result is that 

every place requires a space with diferent characteristcs that can satsfy any type of necessity and 

huian actvity that takes place inside it. 

Since  the  olds  ties,  ian  has  tried  to  create  spaces  that  can  reach  the  above  objectves.  The 

ancients buildings had thick walls and an aliost absence of openings. With the passage of tie, the 

science and technologic developient have iiproved the envelope constructon, for exaiple, they 

realized  that  it  had  to  be  iade  depending  on  the  geographic  locaton  in  which  the  building  was 

built.  Every  city  has  a  diferent  teiperature  and  cliiatc  conditon  that  afect  the  building's 

constructon, froi here coie the studies about the building's orientaton (it will be detailed in the 

subchapter 3.2) and insulaton. 

The concept of the building's orientaton was introduced froi the traditonal architectures through 

the presence of iany windows in the walls facing to the south, to iaxiiize solar gains, while the 

north  walls  were very thick and there  were  few  windows  or nothing of these. The presence of a 

thick  iasonry,  for  years,  played  a  role  of  therial  insulaton,  which  despite  its  obsolescence,  it 

ensured  adequate  internal  coifort  conditons,  in  relaton  to  those  who  obviously  the  standards 

were.  The  thick  walls,  as  well  as  taking  up  iuch  space,  encouraged  the  large  use  of  building 

iaterials, for this reason, the technological evoluton has focused on the iiproving of constructon 

techniques and the optiizaton of iaterials. 
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With  this  new  architecture  approach,  iore  'lightweight  buildings'  were  increased  with  less  thick 

walls,  a  greater  presence  of  windows  and  the  use  of  new  and  diferent  iaterials  (like  steel, 

concrete, glass etc,) with signifcantly beter perforiance characteristcs. 

Technological  advances  have  allowed  the  developient  of  iodern  façades  that  iove  away  froi 

the idea of 'separaton' and iore closely reseible that of integraton between inside and outside. 

In this way, the building envelope goes froi being a passive to an actve eleient that intervenes in 

the indoor coifort but especially in what it has becoie widely discussed topic: energy 

conservaton, linked to the energy required by the occupants. The energy deiand includes 

diferent felds: 

- heatng in the winter season; 
 

- cooling in suiier; 
 

- indoor air quality (IAQ); 
 

- artfcial lightng; 
 

- producton of doiestc hot water (DHW). 
 

The  external  environiental  paraieters  can  be  ianaging  to  ieet  the  internal  needs,  here  the 

envelope plays a fundaiental role: it can be used to flter, accuiulatng and / or iodify the iass 

and energy fows. 

What is the energy perforiance that the building envelope should have? The following subchapter 

will be focused on this aspect 

3.1.1 Therial perforiance of building 

The  therial  perforiance  of  a  building  refers  to  the  process  of  iodeling  the  energy  transfer 

between a building and its surroundings. For a conditoned building, it estiates the heatng and 

cooling load and hence, the sizing and selecton of HVAC equipient can be correctly iade. These 

quantfcatons  enable  one  to deteriine the efectveness  of the design of a  building and help in 

evolving iiproved designs for realizing energy efcient buildings with coifortable indoor 

conditons. 
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In this chapter, we will discuss a iethod for estiatng the therial perforiance of a building. 
 

Between a building and the external environient there are various heat exchange processes, as 

shown in Figure 3.5: 
 

 
Figure 3.5 – Heat exchange processes between a building and the external enviorment  

 
- Conducton: a process by which heat fows froi a region with higher teiperature to the lower 

teiperature  region  through  a  single  iiddle  (solid,  liquid  or  gaseous),  or  by  iiddle  in  direct 

physical contact. In the conducton, the energy is transiited by direct contact between its 

iolecules. 
(3.1) 

Q = A U ∆T 
 

where, 
 

A = surface area (i2); 
 

U= therial transiitance (W/ i2K); 
 

∆T = teiperature diference between inside and outside air (K). 
 

- Convecton: it is the transfer of heat froi one place to another by the ioveient of fuids. The 

transiission of energy by convecton occurs in several stages: frst heat passes by conducton 

froi the surface to the fuid partcles adjacent, so that energy thus transiited face increase 

energy and the internal teiperature of the partcles, and afer these partcles then go to  iove 
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toward  a  region  of  the  fuid  at  a  lower  teiperature  and  iingle  with  it  yielding  part  of their 

energy to other partcles. In this case, the heat transfer is due to the ioveient of soie parts 

of the iass of fuid, with the transport of substance. 

- Radiaton: it is the transfer of heat in fori of electroiagnetc radiaton in the fori of waves or 

partcles through space or through a iaterial iediui. Besides, solar radiaton is transiited 

through transparent windows and is absorbed by the internal surfaces of the building. 

Heat  is  also  added  to  space  due  to  the  presence  of  huian  occupants  and  the  use  of  lights  and 

equipient. The interacton between a huian body and the indoor environient is shown in Figure 

3.6: 
 

 
Figure 3.6 – Heat exchange processes between a human body and the interior enviorment  

 
Due  to  ietabolic  actvites,  the  body contnuously  produces  heat,  part  of  which  is  used  as  work, 

while the rest is dissipated into the environient for iaintaining body teiperature. 

The body exchanges heat with its surroundings by convecton, radiaton, evaporaton and 

conducton. If heat is lost, one feels cool. In the case of heat gain froi surroundings, one feels hot 

and begins to perspire. Moveient of air afects the rate of perspiraton, which in turn afects body 

coifort. 

To guarantee the wellness and coifort of huian actvites within the building is necessary that the 

facade possesses the requireients and perforiances. They iust be able to safeguard appropriate 

conditons of safety, wellness, ianageient, appearance, and usability. 
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• the opaque eleients; 
 

• the glazed eleients. 
 

In these two subchapters, we will analyze in detail their technological developient of the opaque 

and glazed eleient and how they are closely linked to energy efciency. 
 

3.1.2 The opaque eleients 

The  opaque  eleient,  since  the  oldest  tie,  has 

always  had a protect  functon against  the water 

and cliiate variability. Its diferent features 

depend  by  the  building's  geographical  locaton, 

so by the cliiate. The buildings of Northern 

Europe, for exaiple, iust be capable of storing 

heat  produced  inside  the  building  itself,  so  the 

walls are supposed to have low therial 

transiitance values and the air infltraton iust 

be  reduced  through  doors  and  windows.  In  the 

hot locaton, the solutons adopted are diferent. 

 
 

 
Figure 3.7 – Heat transfer processes occurring in a wall. 

The walls are thick in order to increase therial inerta and the phase shif, then these are coated 

with clear eleients to reduce the phenoienon of heat absorpton and ensure the refectance. 

The opaque elements functons  
 

- Thermal insulaton: they iust be able to protect ourselves froi outside teiperatures, so the 

walls, as the doors, have to be well designed and well chosen; 

- Humidity control: the opaque’s design and its material’s choice afect the humidity control. Its 

coefcient  ieasures  the  aiount  of  vapor  (in  Kg)  that  crosses  the  thickness  of  1  ieter  of  a 

certain iaterial on a surface of 1 i2 and for a unifori diference in vapor pressure.  

- Air  resistance:  is  a  force  actng  opposite  to  the  relatve  ioton  of  any  object  ioving  with 

respect to a surrounding fuid. This can exist between two fuid layers (or surfaces) or a fuid 
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and a solid surface. Unlike other resistve forces, such as dry fricton, which are nearly 

independent of velocity, drag forces depend on velocity. 

The opaque elements propertes  
 

- Thermal resistance [m2∙k/W]: the therial resistance R is the iaterials propriety to resist at the 

heat fow when there is a teiperature diference:  

 
(3.2) 

 

where 
 

d is the thickness of the iaterial layer in the coiponent [i]; 

λ is the design therial conductvity of the iaterial [W/m∙k]. 

The therial conductvity is the property of a iaterial to conduct heat. It can be calculated in 

accordance with ISO 10456 or obtained froi tabulated values. 

So a good opaque eleient iust be with high resistance, so with low conductvity. 
 

- Thermal transmitance [W/k∙m2]: the transiitance U (EN ISO 6946) is defned as the heat fow 

crossing a unifori surface subjected to teiperature diference of 1° C and it is linked to heat 

transfer conditons and iaterial's features that iakes up the structure. It is assuied equal to 

the inverse of the sui of the therial resistances of each layer:  

 
(3.3) 

 

 
RT is the total therial resistance of a plane building coiponent consistng of therially 

hoiogeneous layers perpendicular to the heat fow: 

                                   (3.4) 

where 
 

total therial resistance [i2∙k/W]; 
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     internal surface resistance [i2∙k/W]; 

       therial resistances of each layer [i2∙k/W]; 

external surface resistance [i2∙k/W]. 

 

Rsi and Rse are iarked values, as we can see froi the Table 1 of the EN ISO 6946 
 

 
Figure 3.8 - Table 1 from the EN ISO 6946_conventonal surface resistances  

 
For non-planar surfaces or for specifc boundary conditons, use the procedures in Annex A of 

the saie European Standard Nori. 

The surface resistance is given by Equaton (3.5) 
 

(3.5) 
 
 

where 
 

       is the convectve coefcient; 

     is the radiatve coefcient. 

So the opaque eleient has to have a lower therial conductvity, high therial resistance y low 

therial transiitance. 

- Thermal inerta: it is  a iaterial  property  related to therial conductvity and voluietric heat 

capacity, in other word, it is the iaterials ability to retain heat and return it afer a tie. The 

tie of heat return, is what identfy the inerta iagnitude of iaterial. The teiperature of a 
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iaterial  with  low  therial  inerta  changes  signifcantly  during  the  day,  while  the  iaterial 

teiperature with high therial inerta does not change as drastcally.   

Have a high therial inerta of walls will be a good idea in the hot cliiate, in this way the indoor 

coifort will be iiproved (in cold cliiate it does not iiprove the inner coifort). We can reach 

it with a careful choice of iaterials and not necessarily with thick walls. 

- The phase shif: it is the tie when the internal teiperature reaches the external (during the 

winter, if we are in spring or in suiier it happens the opposite). The phase shif is depending 

on the therial inerta, larger is the inerta, iore large will be a phase shif.  

3.1.3 The glazed eleients 

Nowadays the constructon of glazed facade is iore and iore used, in according to the iodern 

architecture. We haven't underestmated the material's intrinsics features that afect the building’s 

sustainability and its energy efciency. 

Today  the  iarket  of  constructon  provides  coiponent  and  systei  able  to  satsfy  the  diferent 

custoier's  needs.  The  therial  insulaton,  solar  radiaton  control  and  the  optiizaton  of  the 

utlizaton of natural light, are the focus point of the glazed eleient that, thanks to research, are 

iiproved year by year. 

Theriophysical propertes of windows, iiprove the levels of the indoor coifort and they reduce 

energy consuipton related to the use of artfcial lightng and air conditoning systeis. 

The glazed elements functons 
 

- Thermal  insulaton:  the  glass,  as  the  walls,  iust  be  able  to  protect  ourselves  froi  outside 

teiperatures; 

- Solar gain: it is the ability to capture and store heat which then will be return as solar energy to 

the inside space (this ofsets winter heat losses); 

- Sunscreen: reducton of solar radiaton that afects the windows. It will protect us froi thei  

(it operates in suiier, so as to reduce internal heat gain); 
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- Natural light: it allows us to use the iiniiui of artfcial light, we iust not forget the glare 

phenoienon which occurs when there is too iuch light;  

- Natural ventlaton: through the windows' opening and closing they are able to give a great IAQ 

(Indoor Air Quality). 

The glazed elements propertes 
 

- Thermal transmitance [W/k∙m2]: the transiitance  U w  is defned as the heat fow crossing a 

unifori  surface  subjected  to  teiperature  diference  of  1°  C  and  it  is  linked  to  heat  transfer 

conditons and the type of window and glaze. With the  Internatonal Standard ISO 10077  we 

can calculate the transiitance of windows and pedestrian doors. 

The ISO 10077 includes the calculaton of : 
 
• Single, double and coupled windows; 

 
• Diferent type of glazing (glass or plastc; single or iultple glazing, with or without low 

eiissing coatngs, etc...); 

• Opaque panels within the window or door; 
 
• Various type of fraies (wood, plastc, ietallic, etc...). 

 
For a single window the transiitance is calculated with the equaton (3.6): 

 

 
(3.6) 

 

 
Where 

 

is the therial transiitance of the fraie; 
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is the linear therial transiitance due to the coibined therial efects of glazing 
 

space end fraie; 
 

        is the glazed area; 

         is the area of the fraie; 

 
       is the total periieter of the glazing, and it is the sui of the visible periieter of the glass. 

The fgure 3.9 shows us the glazed area and the periieter: 

 

 
Figure 3.9 - illustraton of glazed area and perimeter  

 

 
The fgure 3.10 shows us a single window: 

 
 
 
 

1- fraie (fxed) 
 

2- sash (iuveble) 
 

3- glazing 

 
 

 
Figure 3.10 - illustraton of single window  

 
 

For a doble windows the transiitance is calculated with the equaton (3.7): 
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(3.7) 

 
 

Where 
 

, are the therial transiitances of the two windows, calculated with the (3.6); 
 
 

, are  the  internal  and  external  surface  resistance  respectvely  of  the  internal  and 
 

external windows when used alone; 

                 is the therial resistance of the space between the glazing in the two windows. 

The fgure 3.11 shows us a doble window: 
 
 
 
 

1- fraie (fxed) 
 

2- sash (iovable) 
 

3- glazing 

a- internal 

b-  external 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.11 – illustratnon of doble windows  
 
 

For a coupled windows the transiitance is calculated with the equaton (3.6) and Ug is 
calculated with the (3.8): 

 
 

(3.8) 
 
 
 

where 
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, are the therial transiitance of the external and internal glazing. They are 
 

calculated with the equaton (3.7) and (3.8) respectvely. 

The fugure 3.12 illustred us a coupled windows: 

 

 
1-   glazing 

a- internal 

b-  external 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3.12 – illustratnon of coupled windows  
 
 

A coupled window consists of one fraie and two separate sashes. 
 

Untl now we have listed the types of windows that can be found in coiierce and we showed 

what equaton be applied for calculatng the transiitance of the window. You can clearly see 

how  the  transiitance  decrease  with  increasing  resistance.  More  obstacles  interpose  to  the 

passing of heat, iore resistance increases. 

The saie iechanisi works for glass technology: iore it resists to the passage of the heat, 

lower will be the fnal transiitance of the window. 

How can the glass resists to the passing of the heat? It works in two ways: 
 
• With laiinated glazing (single or iultple glazing); 

 
• With coatng glazing. 

 
For a single glazing the transiitance is calculated with the equaton (3.9):  

 
 

(3.9) 
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internal surface resistance; 

 

is the thickness of the glass pane or iaterial layers j; 

is the therial conductvity of glass or iaterial layer j; 

is the internal surface resistance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.13 – Image of single glass  
 
 

For a iultple glazing the transiitance is calculated with the equaton (3.10):  
 
 

(3.10) 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.14 – Image of double and triple glass  
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The diference froi the single glazing is the therial resistance of air space j. Contrary to what 

you think, increase the air chamber between glass elements doesn’t reduce the transmitance. 

Put iore glass layers can help it because they add resistance and Ug decrease and 

consequently Uw too, as showed in the Figure 3.15: 
 

 
Figure 3.15 – Glazing insulaton performance [from Internacional Energy Agency (IEA)]  

 
 

- The  refectance  (refecton  coefcient):  It  is  the percentage of  light striking  the glazing that  is 

refected  back. Most  ianufacturers  provide  both outside refectance (exterior daytie view) 

and inside refectance (interior iirror efect at night). All siooth glass is soiewhat refectve; 

various treatients such as ietallic coatngs increase the refectance. High refectance brings 

with it low visible transiitance.  

- The absorbance (absorbent coefcient): represent the relatonships between absorbed energy 

fows and its energy incident.  

When solar radiaton afects on a glass it is decoiposed into three coiponents. Those paraieters 

are related to the radiaton characteristcs and nature of the iaterial itself. 

A siiplifed scheiatzaton of the phenoienon is presented in Figure 3.16, froi which shows that 

the radiaton incident ‘I’ is divided into three components. 
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Figure 3.16 – Glazing insulaton performance  
 
 

3.2 The orientaton 

When  we  talk  about  building  orientaton,  we  are  introducing  the  sunshine  concept.  This  is  the 

visible part of the sky above the obstacles and the solar path during the day and season. We can  

use it to illuiinate and heatng the spaces during the winter but we have to defend froi it during 

the suiier. 

Now we’ll  focus  on  three  diferent points that  we  can’t  forget during  the  project phase  or 

rehabilitaton: 

- Lattude and solar  path. Every place receives a diferent solar radiaton depending on its 

geographical  locaton  and  season.  With  the  teri  lattude,  we  defne  the  angular  distance 

between  the geographical locaton and the equator. This  infuence the annual teiperatures. 

The solar path represents the sun's positon during the Earth’s rotaton (Figure 3.17). 
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Figure 3.17 - Earth's Revoluton  

 
As we can see froi the Figure 3.17, the sun's rays have a diferent inclinaton depending on the 

earth’s  positon  caused by  its  Revoluton  movement.  Each  place  will  receive  a  diferent  solar 

energy  froi  zone  to  zone,  thanks  to  the  lattude,  and  the  saie  place will  never  receive  the 

saie solar energy throughout the year (except for the equatorial zone that always receives the 

iaxiiui radiaton).  

- The solar chart. The solar chart represents the sky’s projecton on a plane. On it it’s possible 

track the sun's path in diferent seasons and lattude, so locate sun’s positon in every tme.  

The projecton can take place onto a horizontal plane (polar diagrai) or on a vertcal plane 

(cylindrical diagrai) as the Figure 3.18 shows: 
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Figure 3.18 - Solar Chart (cylindrical diagram on lef and polar diagram on right)  

 
The chart is a useful tool to know the aiount of sunshine that iipact on the envelope of the 

building. It is especially used to know the shadows 

projected by other buildings around it or the 

shadows of the building itself such as the 

balconies or vertcal bosses. 

There  are  a  lot  of  sofware  that  use  solar  chart 

and it siiplifes us the calculatons. The sofware 

easily identfes the tlt angle of the sun's rays on 

the building at any tie of year and it shows you 

iiages to the gray areas and the sunny ones. It is 

crucial  when  we  want  to  create  opening  in  the 

building and then protect thei froi sunlight. 

- Cloudiness (hours of sunshine and its index)  and  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.19 – En example of solar tool 
(sofware) 

intensity of solar radiaton. The urban plot’s microclimate and the building’s climate behavior 

depend on solar radiaton. There are three types of solar radiaton: 

- direct radiaton, it is used to describe solar radiaton traveling on a straight line froi the sun 

down to the surface of the earth;  
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- difuse radiaton, sunlight that has been scatered by iolecules and partcles in the 

atiosphere but that has stll iade it down to the surface of the earth.  

- refected radiaton, describes sunlight that has been refected of of non-atiospheric things 

such as the ground, for exaiple the asphalt refects about 4% of the light that strikes it. 

The global insulaton is the total insulaton: direct + difuse + refected light. It is used to refer  

to the total insulaton on a horizontal, vertcal or sloping surface. 

The cloudiness that changed the global insulaton and the solar rays' intensity on the building. It 

is not siiple to estiate, for this reason, there are a lot of sofware that can help us. 

- Landscape improvement. The building project iust be 

oriented not only to energy goal (sunlight to exploit 

natural  light  and  heat)  but  also  to take  advantage  of  the 

held landscaping to iiprove the iental and psychological 

coifort of the people who live in it. The openings in the 

building have to be well designed and oriented to allow a 

good  landscape  view.  A  lot  of  protecton  systeis  can  be 

included, such as internal and external curtains, bris soleil 

etc... 
 

When a new building will be designed it will be a good use not 

forget the iteis ientoned above, in order to create a 

building  with  a  right  orientaton  to  iaxiiize  solar  energy. 

Through  studies  and  siiulaton  sofware,  it  was  concluded 

that the best exposure is the South (S) for the perfect sunshine 

during the cooler ionths of the year, while to avoid exposures 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.20 – En example of solar 
protecton 

are  East  and  North-East  (E-NE)  and  West  and  North-West  (W-NW)  to  the  excessive  efects  of 

sunlight  in  the  fall  ionths  of  the  year.  So  a  perfectly  oriented  building  will  be  located  along  the 

East-West axis so as to facilitate the entry of the sun to the south facade and reducing the surface 

that has the worst orientaton (east and west). 
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3.3 The insulaton 
 

Froi the web site of Green building alliance: 
 

 Insulaton is not the most atenton grabbing building component, but it is essental to both 

the  performance  of  the  building  and  health  of  the  occupants.  Without  sufcient  insulaton, 

large  portons  of  the  energy  used  to  heat  or  cool  a  building  will  be  lost  to  the  outdoors. 

Insufcient insulaton can also lead to mold problems as heated air rapidly cools and causes 

water  vapor  to  condense.  Historically,  mud,  asbestos,  and  cork  were  used  as  insulaton 

materials  for  buildings  and  pipes.  The  insulaton  products  available  today  are  much  more 

efectve, especially in conjuncton with air sealing and ventlaton. 

Every  building  needs  a  diferent  type  and  aiount  insulaton  according  to  building  type  and  use. 

Many service-sector buildings have higher internal therial loads, for exaiple, because of a higher 

density  of  people,  iore  electrical  equipient  and  iore  artfcial  light,  so  they  iay  need  less 

insulaton than a residental building. 

The  insulaton  contains  iany  tny  air  cavites  that  slow  heat  transiission  when  installed  on  a 

building’s interior or exterior surface. Each material has an R-value ratng that indicates a ieasure 

of its therial resistance. The R-value of iaterials changes with their density and a higher R-value 

indicates a beter insulator. 

The regional cliiate, and the type of building, afects the R-values and the iaterial's density. There 

are iany types of insulatng iaterial, and certain types are beter suited to diferent applicatons. 

Most new buildings in cold cliiates are being constructed with insulaton. In iost parts of the 

world, however – except for a few regions, such as Northern Europe – the level of insulaton is not 

as high as econoiically justfed. Furtheriore, iany existng buildings have litle or no insulaton. 

In hot regions, especially in less developed countries, iany new buildings are being constructed 

without any insulaton, thus substantally increasing cooling loads. Policy iakers need to iake 

signifcant eforts to ensure the building industry uses iore insulaton. 
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Figure 3.21 – Insulaton levels from old buildings to buildings meetng stringent current codes [from Internacional 

Energy Agency (IEA)]  

 

The  best  way  to  insulate  a  building  is  to  have  a  well-defned  therial  boundary.  The  therial 

boundary  of  a  building  separates  the  conditoned  (heated  or  cooled)  spaces  froi  outdoor  or 

unconditoned  areas.  A  building  should  be  insulated  contnuously  around  the  therial  boundary, 

including corners and edges. The characteristcs of building iaterials and the positon of insulaton 

can cause a coiion problei that is the therial bridge. The therial bridge is a phenoienon that 

occurs  when  there  is  a  not  hoiogeneous  heat  fow.  This  happens  when  a  diferent  conductve 

iaterials overlap, or when there is a change of the shape that changes the heat fow directon. 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.22 – En example of Thermal 
bridge  
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It is good practce try to iiniiize the therial bridge, in this way the heat fow will not increase. A 

building  should  be  insulated  contnuously  around  the  therial  boundary,  including  corners  and 

edges. 

3.3.1 Insulaton iaterials 

There are a lot of insulatng iaterials that can be used in constructon, their choice will depend on 

the type of building (size and use), indoor air quality iipacts, life cycle costs, recycled content etc.. 

Below soie types of iaterials and their features will be listed. 

- Fiberglass:  it  consists  of  extreiely  fne  glass  fbers  and  it  is  one  of  the  iost  use  insulaton 

iaterials. It's coiionly used in two diferent types of insulaton: blanket (bats and rolls) and 

loose-fll and is also available as rigid boards and duct insulaton. Most ianufacturers use 20% 

to 30% recycled glass content. 

- Mineral Wool: it contains an average of 75% post-industrial recycled content. It doesn't require 

additonal cheiicals to iake it fre resistant, and it is coiionly available as blanket (bats and 

rolls) and loose-fll insulaton. 

- Cellulose:  Cellulose  insulaton  is  iade  froi  recycled  paper  products,  its  content  is  generally 

82% to 85%. The paper is frst reduced to siall pieces and then fberized, creatng a product 

that  packs  tghtly  into  building  cavites,  inhibits  airfow.  To  ensure  fre  and  insect  resistance, 

ianufacturers  add  the  iineral  borate,  soieties  blended  with  the  less  costly  aiioniui 

sulfate. Cellulose insulaton typically requires no ioisture barrier and, when installed at proper 

densites, cannot setle in a building cavity. 

- Plastc Fiber: it is iade froi recycled plastc iilk botles (polyethylene terephthalate or PET). 

The  fbers  are  foried  into  bat  insulaton  siiilar  to  high-density  fberglass.  The  insulaton  is 

treated with a fre retardant so it doesn't burn readily, but it does ielt when exposed to faie. 

- Natural fber 
 

▪ Coton: it is iade of 85% recycled coton and 15% plastc fbers that have been treated 

with  faie  retardant  and  insect  repellent,  as  in  cellulose  insulaton.  It  is  also  nontoxic 

and its price is about 15% to 20% iore than fberglass bat insulaton. 
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▪  Sheep’s  wool:  For  use  as  insulaton,  sheep's  wool  is  also  treated  with  borate  to  resist 

pests, fre, and iold. It can hold large quanttes of water, which is an advantage for use 

in soie walls, but repeated wetng and drying can leach out the borate. Its therial resi 

stance is siiilar to other fbrous insulaton types. 

- Polystyrene: it's a colorless and transparent therioplastc. It is coiionly used to iake foai 

board  or  beadboard  insulaton,  concrete  block  insulaton,  and  a  type  of  loose-fll  insulaton 

consistng of siall beads of polystyrene. There is a large type of polyetyrene iaterial as: 

▪ MEPS: iolded expanded polystyrene; 
 

▪ EPS: expanded polyestyrene; 
 

▪ XPS: estrude polyestyrene. 
 

- Veriiculite  and  perlite:  Veriiculite  and  perlite  insulaton  iaterials  are  coiionly  found    as 

atc  insulaton  in  hoies  built  before  1950.  Today  they  aren't  widley  used  for  its  contain  of 

aiounts tny trace. Veriiculite and perlite consist of very siall, lightweight pellets, which are 

iade by heatng rock pellets untl they pop. These pellets can be poured into place or iixed 

with ceient to create a lightweight, less heat-conductve concrete. 

- Wood fber: It is iade of transforiing tiber waste. The wood fbre insulaton has an atractve 

environiental profle coibined with a whole bag of functons as rigid insulaton, sheathing and 

of course, for its renovable characteristcs 
 

 

Figure 3.23 – Fiberglass insulaton (lef) and XPS insulaton (right).  
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3.3.2 The progression of insulaton technology 
 

In iany parts of the world, buildings have long been constructed using local iaterials to iaxiiise 

coifort given the local cliiate. Structures with high therial iass have been coiion for a very 

long  tie  and  are  stll  typical  in  iany  regions,  but  their  use  has  diiinished  in  soie  regions  to 

reduce  cost.  Modernisaton  has  resulted  in  higher  densites  in  urban  areas,  the  need  for  faster 

constructon techniques, and iore afordable approaches that in iany cases result in less efcient 

structures than old techniques. 

The evoluton of traditonal envelope solutons, to reach hight therial and acoustc perforiance, is 

lead by new types of iult-layer therially insulated. 

The facade walls, can be classifed into three typologies, depending on the positon of the therial 

insulaton. 

 

Figure 3.24 – (a) cold frame constructon; (b) warm frame constructon; (c) hybrid frame constructon.  

 
A good insulaton iust have a low therial transiitance, to avoid heat dispersion. However, a high 

therial inerta guarantees hot spaces in winter and cool in suiier. 
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Figure 3.25 – Façade with Exterior Insulaton  

The façade with external insulaton is called 

Exterior Insulaton  and Finishing  Systei (EIFS). It 

has the good winter therial behavior and it 

allows to achieve good values of therial 

insulaton and therial inerta. 

In  this  case,  the  building  is  in  therial  stllness 

toward  therial  changes  both  in  suiier.  So,  in 

winter it guarantees a cost saving of house. This is 

the best soluton to solve therial bridge, caused 

by beais and coluin, and reiove the 

developient  of  iildew  and  condensaton.  The 

cold constructon presents a higher risk of 

intersttal condensaton, due to the low teiperatures that can be registered inside the walls, 

especially in the steel studs and their vicinity. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.26 – Façade with Internal Insulaton  

Instead  the  facades  with  internal  insulaton 

are used for teiporary buildings, because the 

iass  is  outside  of  the  insulatng  layer.  The 

internal  insulaton  is  the  perfect  soluton  to 

reduce energy consuipton and costs for 

heatng and cooling installaton. Especially 

when the buildings are historic and the 

integraton of isolaton froi the outside is not 

possible. 

 
 

In spite of the evident advantages of the wari constructon, placing the therial insulaton in direct 

contact with the exterior environient conditons and cliiatc cycling can accelerate the 

degradaton  of  its  integrity  and  therial  perforiance  if  not  considered  or  well  designed.  This 

soluton, diferently froi others, causes a risk of condensaton and not resolve the therial bridges. 

It is iiportant use the vapour barrier, to avoid these probleis. 
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Figure 3.27 – Façade with Middle Insulaton  

The façades with insulaton in the iiddle are 

characterized  by  a  low  sensitvity  to  the  coibined 

acton  of  rain  and  wind.  Partcularly  these  allow  a 

good balance of therial insulaton and therial 

inerta both in the winter and suiier season. The 

insulaton in the iiddle layer has a signifcant 

increase in the therial and acoustc coifort, with 

consequent of energy savings and protecton 

against noise. In general, these are used exclusively 

in new buildings. 

 

The technology that support iore advantages is the ventlated facade. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.28 –Ventlated Façade   

 
 

energy consuipton. 

With this systei a contnuous insulaton can be achieved 

for  the  exterior  of  the  building,  protectng  the  interior 

sheet as well as the slab edges. In the ventlated 

chaiber, due to the heatng of the air layer of the 

interiediate space coipared to the environient air, the 

so called “chimney efect( is produced which generates a 

contnuous ventlaton in the chaiber. 

Appropriately diiensioned the air entry and exit, a 

constant  evacuaton  of  water  vapour  coiing  both  froi 

the  interior  as well  as  the  exterior of  the  building is 

achieved, keeping the insulaton dry and obtaining a 

beter perforiance of the insulaton and big savings in 

The  Ventlated  Facade,  additonally  to  iipact  in  the  energy  consuipton  savings  of  the  building, 

eliiinates  the  direct  radiatons  or  the  bad  weather  on  walls  or  slabs  protectng  thei  froi  the 

pathologies which afect buildings constructed with traditonal systeis. 
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It  is  characterized  by  the  presence  of  a  gap  between  the  external  coatng  and  the  layer  of  the 

façade.  Usually,  the  frst  is  a  panel,  generally  of  ietal  or  brick  iaterial.  It  fxed  to  the  wall  with 

claip and anchoring. Inside there is  an insulatng  iaterial, in cohesion  to the façade,  and an air 

chaiber to ensure a natural ventlaton. 

The  passage  to  efcient  building  envelopes  can  be  understood  in  teris  of  three  distnct  tie  of 

technological  evoluton  (see  Figure  3.31).  The  frst  would  be  a  very  basic  building  with  a  poorly 

perforiing  building  envelope,  single-glazed  clear  windows,  no  insulaton  and  high  air  lost.  The 

second has double-glazed, low-e windows and high levels of insulaton, and is sealed fairly well. The 

third stage is represented by buildings of the future, designed with passive iethod, highly insulated 

windows, and passive heatng contributons. Such buildings will probably incorporate solar therial 

systeis. 
 

 
Figure 3.29 – Progression of building from old stock to future technology.[ from Internacional Energy Agency]  
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4 Actve strategies: heatng, cooling and ventlaton’s installatons 
 

It will be a good practce use the right coibinaton of passive and actve design strategies with the 

aii  to  reach  the  people  coifort.  High-perforiance  buildings  use  the  right  blend  of  passive  and 

actve design strategies to iiniiize energy, iaterials, water, and land use. 

Actve  perforiance  strategies  should  always  be  designed  afer  the  passive  characteristcs  of  a 

building have been defned and optiized. Actve strategies bring a passively designed building into 

the  high  perforiance  and  coifort  reali.  Actve  perforiance  strategies  include  the  following 

systeis and principles: 

 Heatng, Cooling, Ventlaton, and Air Conditoning (HVAC) Systeis: 

guarantee  an  indoor  space  in  a  good  cliiate  conditon  and  the  iechanical 

ventlaton guarantees pre-fltered fresh air greatly that iiproves air quality.

 Artfcial Lightng Systeis: proper placeient, output strength, and light 

fxture and source type are critcal to econoiizing a lightng systei.

 Low-Flow Pluibing Fixtures: they use a fracton of the water that traditonal 

fxtures  deiand.  Coibined  with  a  rainwater  harvestng  systei,  low-fow 

fxtures conserve large aiounts of water that would otherwise be wasted.

 Solar  Power  (Photovoltaic  or  Photoelectrocheiical)  Systeis:  they  convert 

the sunlight that falls onto their surfaces into electricity.

 Air and Ground Source Heat Puips: they use electricity to iove heat froi a 

cool  space  to  a  wari  space.  During  the  heatng  season  heat  puips  iove 

heat  froi  outside  to  inside  building,  and  during  the  cooling  season  they 

iove heat froi a building to the outside. This natural transfer of heat froi 

one locaton to another helps to reduce deiands on HVAC systeis.
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 Wind Turbine Generators: they work by convertng wind energy that 

propels turbine blades into electricity, as a big wind generator in the feld.

 Building Controls and Autoiaton: it allows owners to have a high degree 

and  control  of  the  building.  The  owners  establish  an  appropriate  level  of 

efciency  and  output  for  all  building  systeis  and  can  be  adjusted  as 

paterns are defned.

Through a coiprehensive systei approach, aliost any building can be transforied into a 

coifortable, energy-saving and cost-saving place. 

This thesis work will focus on heatng, cooling and ventlaton’s installatons. 
 

4.1 Heatng systeis 
 

Heatng  is  the  largest  energy  expense  in  most  homes,  accountng  for  35%  to 50%  of  annual 

energy  bills.  Reducing  your  energy  use  for  heatng  provides  the  single  most  efectve  way  to 

reduce your home’s contributon to global environmental  

problems. […]  

A  combinaton  of  conservaton  eforts  and  a  new  high- 

efciency  heatng  system  can  ofen  cut  your  polluton 

output and fuel bills by one-third, and in some homes by 

half.  Just  upgrading  your  furnace  or  boiler  to  a  high- 

efciency  model  can  save  1–2  tons  of  CO2    emissions 

each year in colder climates [froi siarthouse.org]. 

Norially the building lost a part of the interior heat and the 
Figure 4.1 – Heatng systei 

heatng  systei  works  to  replaces  that  heat.  How  iuch  heat  the  building  lost  depend  on  these 

factors: the building locaton (in colder places, the house will lose iore heat), the energy efciency 

of the house, how big the house is and how energy efcient the heatng systei is. 

To  save  a  great  deal,  the  heatng  systei  has  to  be  upgrading,  either  by  installing  a  new  high- 

efciency systei or boostng the efciency of your present systei. 
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A heatng systei iay be a central or direct heatng. 
 

4.1.1 Central heatng systei 
 

A  central  heatng  systei  provides  warith  to  the  whole  interior  of  a  building  (or  porton  of  a 

building)  froi  one  point  to  iultple  roois.  Its  heat  generaton  occurs  in  one  place,  such  as  a 

furnace  rooi  or  baseient  in a building. The heat  is  distributed throughout the building through 

ductwork  if  the  systei  uses  forced-air,  or  pipes  if  the  systei  uses  the  hot  water  or  steai.  The  

iost  coiion  iethod  of  heat  generaton  involves  the  coibuston  of  fossil  fuel  in  a  furnace  or 

boiler. 

- Furnace: It can be powered by electricity, natural gas, fuel oil or wood. It is necessary to have a 

gas- or oil-fred furnace in which the fuel is iixed with air and burned. Inside the furnace, there 

is a ietal heat exchanger heatng by the faies. Its work is to transfer its heat to the air that is 

pushed through the heat exchanger by the “air handler’s( furnace fan and then forced through 

the ductwork downstreai. This process causes coibuston products that are vented out of the 

building through a fue pipe. Older “atmospheric( furnaces vented directly to the atmosphere 

and  about  30%  of  the  fuel  energy  was  lost.  Current  iiniiui-efciency  furnaces  reduce  this 

waste substantally by using two type of furnace: 

“inducer(  that  pull  the  exhaust  gases  through  the  heat  exchanger  and  induce  draf  in  the 

chiiney; 

“condensing( furnaces are designed to reclaim much of this escaping heat by cooling exhaust 

where water vapor in the exhaust condenses into water. These typically vent through a sidewall 

with a plastc pipe. 
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Figure 4.2 – Efciency of furnace or boiler 
 
 

- Boiler: it distributes the heat in hot water, which gives up the heat as it passes through radiators 

or  other  devices  of  the  building.  The  cooler  water  then  returns  to  the  boiler  to  be  reheated. 

Residental boilers generally use natural gas or heatng oil for fuel. 

Less coiion in hoies today are the steai boilers. Here the water is boiled and steai carries 

heat through the building, condensing to water in the radiators as it cools. Oil and natural gas 

are  coiionly  used.  The  boiler  systei  uses  a  puip  to  circulate  hot  water  through  pipes  to 

radiators. A radiant foor heatng is a systei that allows the water to circulate through plastc 

tubing in the foor. 

As  with  furnaces,  condensing  gas-fred  boilers  are  relatvely  coiion,  and  signifcantly  iore 

efcient than non-condensing boilers. 

- Heat  puips:  during  the  suiier,  an  air  conditoner  works  by  ioving  heat  froi  indoors  to 

outdoor. In winter, the heat puip reverses this trick, scavenging heat froi the cold outdoors 

with the help of an electrical systei, and discharging that heat inside the house. There are two 

relatvely coiion types of heat puips. Air-source heat puips use the outside air as the heat 

source in winter and heat sink in suiier. Ground-source (also called geotherial, 

GeoExchange,  or  GX)  heat  puips  get  their  heat  froi  underground,  where  teiperatures  are 

iore constant year-round. Air-source heat puips are far iore coiion than ground-source 
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heat puips because they are cheaper and easier to install. Ground-source heat puips, 

however, are iuch iore efcient, and are frequently chosen by consuiers who plan to reiain 

in  the  saie  house  for  a  long  tie,  or  have  a  strong  desire  to  live  iore  sustainably.  How  to 

determine whether a heat pump makes sense in your climate is discussed further under “Fuel 

Optons.( 

   
 

Figure 4.3 – Ground-source heat puip (lef); Air-source heat puip (right). 
 
 

4.1.2 Direct heatng systei 
 

- Gas-Fired  Space  Heaters:  It  allows  heatng  a  single  rooi  or  area  of  the 

building.  It  doesn't  need  pipelines  in  which  the  hot  fuid  circulates.  Its 

structure can be of diferent diiensions, depending on the power 

required by the rooi. 

To  provide  coibuston  air  and  carry  of  the  coibuston  products,  the 

beter  models  that  are  more  used  is  “sealed  combuston  air(  systems, 

with pipes installed through the wall. 

- Electric Space Heaters: are inexpensive to buy, but costly to use. They 

convert electric current froi the wall socket directly into heat. It takes 

a  lot  of  electricity  to  deliver  the  saie  aiount  of  useful  heat  that 

natural gas or oil can provide onsite. On the other hand, for 

interiitent use, it is the best soluton. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4 – Gas-fred space 

heater 

 
 

Figure 4.5 – Electric space 

heater 
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- Wood-Burning and Pellet stove: its heat can froi the burning of the 

wood or pellet. 

Wood prices are generally lower and constant than gas, oil, or 

electricity. If you cut your own wood, the savings can be large. 

Pollutants  froi  wood  burning  have  been  a  problei  to  iipleient 

regulatons  that  govern  polluton  eiissions  froi  wood  stoves.  As  a 

result, new iodels are quite clean-burning. Pellet stoves ofer a 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6 – Pellet stove 

nuiber of advantages over wood stoves. They are less pollutng than wood stoves and ofer 

users greater convenience, teiperature control, and indoor air quality. 

4.2 Cooling systeis 

The air conditoners are large usually in the every type of building. Its energy consuipton is very 

high like its release of CO2. As air conditoning becoies the 

nori in all regions of the countries, it is iiportant to realize 

that ofen the easiest and iost afordable way to stay 

coifortable during  the  suiier is  to  reduce your need  for 

air conditoning. 

There  are  iany  ways  to  get  rid  of  unwanted  heat,  in  this 

way will be reduced the cooling loads and a lot of ioney will 

be saved right away by letng buy a sialler, less expensive 

systei. Figure 4.7 – Air conditoning. 

 
Air  conditoning,  or  cooling,  is  iore  coiplicated  than  heatng.  Instead  of  using  energy  to  create 

heat, air conditoners use energy to take heat away. The iost coiion air conditoning systei uses 

a coipressor cycle (siiilar to the one used by your refrigerator) to transfer heat froi your house 

to  the  outdoors.  It  takes  heat  froi  a  cooler  place  and  duips  it  in  a  warier  place,  seeiingly 

working against the laws of physics. What drives the process, of course, is electricity. 

There are diferent types of cooling systeis. They will be explained in the subchapter 4.2.1. 
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4.2.1 Central Air Conditoners and Heat Puip 

Central air conditoners and heat puips are designed to cool the entre house. In each systei, a 

large coipressor unit located outside drives the process; an indoor an indoor cool batery refresh 

the air and then it  is  distributed  throughout the  house via  ducts.  Heat  puips  are  like central air 

conditoners, except that the cycle can be reversed and used for heatng during the winter ionths. 

With  a  central  air  conditoner,  the  saie  duct  systei  is  used  with  a  furnace  for  forced  wari-air 

heatng.  In  fact,  the  central  air  conditoner  typically  uses  the  furnace  fan  to  distribute  air  to  the 

ducts. 
 

 
Figure 4.8 – Illustraton of how an air conditoner work. 

 
 

4.2.2 Ductless Mini-Split Air Conditoners 

Mini-split  systeis  is  a  good  opton  for  rooi  additons  and  for  houses  without  ductwork.  Like 

conventonal central air conditoners, iini-splits use an outside coipressor/condenser and indoor 

air handling units. The diference is that each rooi or zone to be cooled has its own air handler. 

Each indoor unit is connected to the outdoor unit with. Indoor units are typically iounted on the 

wall or ceiling. 
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The iajor advantage of a ductless iini-split is its fexibility in cooling individual roois or zones. By 

providing dedicated units to each space, it is easier to ieet the varying coifort needs of diferent 

roois. 

The  priiary  disadvantage  of  iini-splits  is  cost.  They  cost  iuch  iore  than  a  typical  central  air 

conditoner of the saie size, where ductwork is already in place. But, when considering the cost 

and  energy  losses  associated  with  installing  new  ductwork  for  a  central  air  conditoner,  buying  a 

ductless iini-split iay not be such a bad deal, especially considering the long-teri energy savings. 

4.3 Ventlaton and air distributon 

When you think about it, energy efciency is not just about saving ioney on energy bills, it is really 

about  using  less  energy  to  protect  huian  health,  assure  coifort,  and  protect  your  house  froi 

daiage.  As air  ioves through  your  house,  it  reioves pollutants that include  odors,  gases, 

partcles, and (iost surprisingly) ioisture. But, it can also contribute to drafy walls and 

uncoifortable indoor teiperature and huiidity levels. Proper ventlaton and air distributon play 

an iiportant role in providing a safe, coifortable, and durable hoie as efciently as possible. 

Virtually  all  houses  exchange  indoor  air  with  the  outdoors.  There  are  two  reasons  for  this:  air 

passages, however siall, include larger gaps around pipes, vents, and chiineys, and sialler cracks 

at  places  such  as  the  join  between  the window fraie  and  the  wall  (therial  bridge).  The  second 

reason for air exchange is the teiperature and pressure diferences between inside and outside, 

the air ioves froi the higher to lower pressure, the stack efect. 

There are two type of air exchange: ventlaton and infltraton. 

The ventlaton is the replaceient of stale inside air with fresh outside air. It can occur naturally, 

helped by the stack efect and open windows, or iechanically, with the use of a fan, or series of 

fans, that pull air in or out of the house. 

The infltraton is an accidental air ioveient between inside and outside. 
 

Before discussing ventlaton systeis that can be installed in buildings, it is good practce to follow 

siiple steps to avoid or reduce their installaton and their energy consuipton. 

1. Coibuston products froi space or water heatng appliances should never iix with the indoor 

environient; 
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2. Make sure that the connecton between the garage and the living space is airtght to prevent 

car exhaust and other cheiicals substance; 

3. Moisture control. The iost coiion and easily corrected errors coie froi iiproperly 

disposing  of  water  shed  froi  the  roof.  Make  sure  that  rain  guters  drain  away  froi    the 

building, not toward the baseient or foundaton (slab) walls. 

In southern cliiates in partcular, dehuiidifers iay be necessary to control ioisture levels in 

the house, if the air outside is hot and huiid. 

Ventlate the interior spaces especially in the kitchens and bathroois, where iore huiidity is 

created. In these spaces, the air condensaton probability is greater. 

 
Spot ventlaton can be used to iiprove the efectveness of natural ventlaton. However, if both 

spot and natural ventlaton together don’t reach the ventlaton needs, a ventlaton system should 

be put. 

Ventlaton systeis can be categorized as: exhaust, supply, balanced, and heat-recovery. 
 

4.3.1 The exhaust ventlaton systeis 

Exhaust ventlaton systeis work by depressurizing the building. They work extractng indoor air 

froi a house while iake-up air infltrates through leaks in the building. 

Exhaust  ventlaton  systeis  are  iost  applicable  in  cold 

cliiates. In cliiates with wari, huiid suiiers, 

depressurizaton  can  draw  ioist  air  into  building  wall 

cavites,  where  it  iay  condense  and  cause  ioisture 

daiage. 

 
Figure 4.9 – Illustraton of exhaust ventlaton systei. 
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4.3.2 The supply ventlaton systeis 

Supply ventlaton systeis work by pressurizing the 

building.  They  use  a  fan  to  force  outside  air  into  the 

building while air leaks out of the building through holes 

in  the  shell,  bath-  and  range-fan  ducts,  and  intentonal 

vents. 

It  has  a  fan  and  duct  systei  that  introduces  fresh  air  

into  roois  that  residents  occupy  iost  (for  exaiple, 

bedroois, living rooi, kitchen). 

By pressurizing the house, this systei allow beter 

control of the air that enters the house than do exhaust 

ventlaton  systeis.  They  also  allow  air  introduced  into 

the house to be fltered to reiove pollen and dust or to 

be dehuiidifed. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.10 – Illustraton of supply 

ventlaton systei. 

 

4.3.3 The balanced ventlaton systeis 

Balanced ventlaton systeis introduce and exhaust approxiiately equal quanttes of fresh outside 

air and polluted inside air, respectvely. A balanced ventlaton systei usually has two fans and two 

duct systeis. 

A  typical  balanced  ventlaton  systei  is  designed  to  supply  fresh  air  to  bedroois  and  coiion 

roois  where  people  spend  the  iost  tie.  It  also  exhausts  air  froi  roois  where  ioisture  and 

pollutants are iost ofen generated, such as the kitchen, bathroois, and the laundry rooi. 

Like  both  supply  and  exhaust  systeis,  balanced  ventlaton  systeis  do  not  teiper  or  reiove 

ioisture froi the air before it enters the house. 

They do, however, use flters to reiove dust and pollen froi outside air before introducing it into 

the house. 

Balanced ventlaton systeis are appropriate for all cliiates; however, because they require two 

duct and fan systeis, they are usually iore expensive to install and operate than supply or exhaust 

systeis. 
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4.3.4 The enrgy recovery systeis 

Energy recovery ventlaton systeis usually cost iore to 

install than other ventlaton systeis. To save on 

installaton costs, iany systeis share existng ductwork. 

Coiplex systeis are not only iore expensive to install, 

but ofen they are also iore iaintenance intensive and 

consuie iore electric power. These types of ventlaton 

systeis are stll not very coiion. 

 

 

Figure 4.11 – Illustraton of heat recover 

The heat recuperator works to reduce the internal heatng costs. When the outside air enters in the 

building, during the winter, it has a lower teiperature than the interior ones. 

The  heat  recuperator,  as  the  saie  words  say,  recovers  internal  heat  before  throwing  it  out.  The 

outside air, before to be forced to inside the building by the fans, it is iixed and heated up with the 

recovery air. 
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5 Energy certfcates 
 

Froi  European  Coiiission  data,  the  buildings 

are  responsible  for  30%  of  energy  consuipton 

and  25%  of  CO2  eiissions  in  the  EU.  While  new 

buildings  generally  need  fewer  than  three  to  fve 

litres  of  heatng  oil  per  square  ieter  per  year, 

older buildings consuie about 25 litres on 

average.  Soie  buildings  even  require  up  to  60 

litres. 

Currently, about 35% of the EU's buildings are over 50 years old. By iiproving the energy efciency 

of  buildings,  we could  reduce  total EU  energy  consuipton  by  5-6%  and  lower  CO2  eiissions  by 

about 5%. 

The Directve 2010/31/EU that regulates the energy perforiance of building is divided in diferent 

artcles: 

- Artcle 3: adopton of a methodology for calculatng the energy performance of buildings; 

- Artcle 4: Setng of iiniiui energy perforiance requireients; 

- Artcle 5: calculaton of cost-optmal levels of minimum energy performance requirements; 

- Artcle 6: new buildings; 

- Artcle 7: existng buildings; 

- Artcle 8: technical buildings systems; 

- Artcle 9: nearly zero-energy buildings; 

- Artcle 10: fnancial incentves and market barriers; 

- Artcle 11, 12, 13: energy performance certfcate; 

- Artcle 14, 15, 16: periodical inspecton of heatng systems; 

- Artcle 17: independent expert; 

- Artcle 18: independent control system. 

The Energy Perforiance of Building Directory – EPBD, defnes energy efciency of a building as the 

aiount  of  necessary  energy  calculated  or  ieasured  to  reach  the  energy  needs  associated  with 

norial use of the building. 
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The Energy Perforiance Certfcates provide inforiaton for consuiers on buildings they plan to 

purchase  or  rent.  They  include  an  energy  perforiance  ratng  and  recoiiendatons  for  cost- 

efectve iiproveients. 

Certfcates iust be included in all advertseients in coiiercial iedia when a building is put up 

for sale or rent. They iust also be shown to prospectve tenants or buyers when a building is being 

constructed, sold, or rented. Afer a deal has been concluded, they are handed over to the buyer or 

new tenant. 

5.1 The energy certfcate iethodology 
 

The Directve defnes the calculaton iethodology of the perforiance certfcate. The iethodology 

shall include the following aspects: 

- The building’s thermal characteristcs, its envelope, interior parttons, etc..; 

- Building’s installatons as heatng, cooling, DHW, ventlaton, lightng systeis; 

- Climate dates (depending on the building’s locaton): maximum and minimum temperature, 

relatve huiidity, etc..; 

- Positon and orientaton of building; 

- Passive solar systeis and solar protecton; 

- Actve solar systeis based on the renewable energy sources; 

- Natural ventlaton; 

- Indoor climate conditons (depending on the building’s use and its climates zones). 
 

The certfcaton is to be carried out in an independent ianner by qualifed and/or accredits expert. 

The energy perforiance certfcate is expected to classify buildings on a banded scale froi A (High 

efciency  building)  to  G  (Low  efciency  building),  based  on  annual  CO2  eiissions  per  unit  foor 

area.  CO2  eiission  fgure  expressed  in  kg/i²  and  represent  eiissions  for  winter  heatng  and 

suiier cooling. 

In additon to CO2 consuipton, the certfcate provides inforiaton on deiand for heatng, 

cooling and doiestc hot water consuipton, expressed in kWh/i2. 

5.1.1 Italian Certfcaton 

The Italian energetc legislaton in the 2016, Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.2 - Italian energetc legislaton in the 2016 [Froi Corrado VIncenzo presenteton]. 

 
The Directve that regulates the energetc legislaton in Italy is the 2010/31/UE, already described in 

chapter  5.  Froi  it  derived  the  Ley  90/2013  that  proiotes  the  iiproveient  of  the  buildings 

energetc perforiance taking into account the outdoor local and cliiatc conditons, as well as the 

requireients  for  indoor  cliiate  and  cost-efectveness.  It  specifes  buildings  subject  to  energy 

interventons as well as a calculaton iethod. 

The reference standard is the Legislatons UNI/TS 11300, that it is divided in 4 parts: 
 

- UNI/TS 11300-1 : Energy perforiance of buildings - Part 1: Deteriinaton the building's  

therial energy deiand for suiier, winter and air conditoning; 

- UNI/TS 11300-2: Energy perforiance of buildings - Part 2: Deteriinaton of priiary energy 

deiand and efciency for air conditoning winter and for the producton of sanitary hot water; 

- UNI/TS 11300-3: Energy perforiance of buildings - Part 3: Deteriinaton of priiary energy 

deiand and perforiances for suiier cliiate; 

- UNI/TS 11300-4: Energy perforiance of buildings - Part 4: Use renewable energy and other 

generaton iethods for heatng environients and producton of sanitary hot water. 

The  fgure  below  shows  the  European  and  Natonal  standard  used  for  calculate  the  energetc 

perforiance of the building: 
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Figure 5.3 - European and Natonal Standards [Froi Corrado VIncenzo presenteton]. 

 
The  therial  building  energy  deiand  is  estiated  froi  the  heat  balance  between  indoor  and 

outdoor building envelope than it is possible to get its priiary energy deiand by the 

heatng/cooling systei efciency. 

The priiary energy per single energy service represents the global annual energy needs, and it is 

calculated as with ionthly intervals. In the saie way, it is possible to deteriine the energy froi 

renewable sources. 

The building has to have the iiniiui requireients. The calculaton to be carried out involves the 

applicaton of the conversion factors in total priiary energy  f p,tot and no renewable total priiary 

energy  fp,nren,  given  in  table  5.1  These  are  necessary  for  calculatng  total  and    non-renewable 

priiary energy. 
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Table 5.4 - Conversor factor in priiary energy 

 
The foriula below, shows the conversion factors in total priiary energy: 

fp,tot = fp,nren + fp,ren  
 

where: 

fp,nren = conversion factors in no-renewable priiary energy; 

fp,ren = conversion factors in renewable priiary energy. 
 

For  the  energy  classifcaton,  the  building  perforiance  is  expressed  by  the  non-renewable  global 

energy perforiance index EPgl, nren, the index is expressed in kWh/i2 per year, in relaton to its 

useful area. The table 5.2 shows the buildings classifcaton: 
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Table 5.5 - Classifcaton of the index global non-renewable energy perforiance 

 
The classifcaton is given in the APE (Atestato di Prestazione Energetca) docuient which contains 

two perforiance indicators of the envelope for the winter and suiier season, as the tables below 

shown: 
 

Table 5.6 - Classifcaton of the winter quality of the envelope 
 

Table 5.7 - Classifcaton of the suiier quality of the envelope 

 
where: 

EPH,nd: index of useful therial efciency for heatng; 
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Asol,est/Asup,utle: suiier area equivalent to surface area useful; 

YIE: periodic therial transiitance. 
 

Figure 5.8 – Exaiple of APE (Atestato di Prestazione Energetca). 

 
5.1.2 Spanish Certfcaton 

The Directve that regulates the energetc legislaton in Spanish is the 2010/31/UE, already  

described in chapter 5. Froi it derives the Real Decree 235/2013 that approved the building energy 

certfcaton  process.  In  the  17/01/2006,  the  Real  Decree  of  314/2006  approved  the  new  Código 

Técnico de la Ediicación (CTE). This chapter is focused on DBHE, Documento Básico de Ahorro de  
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Energía that specifes the energy efciency requireients for residental buildings. It is coiposed of 

diferent parts: 

- HE 0: Limitaton of energy consumpton: achieve a ratonal use of the energy necessary for the 

buildings use, reducing their consuipton to sustainable liiits and iake sure that part of the 

consuipton coies froi renewable sources; 

- HE 1: Limitaton of energy demand: It defne the characteristcs of the building envelope with 

the  aii  of  reducing  the  energy  deiand  for  indoor  therial  coifort in  according  to  the 

geographic  locaton  (external  teiperature  and  huiidity,  solar  radiaton),  orientaton  and  the 

building use (internal teiperature and huiidity as well as nuiber of occupants); 

- HE 2: Performance of thermal installatons: defnes the therial installaton are appropriate to 

supply of heat and to the coifort of the building; 

- HE  3:  Energy  efciency  of  lightng  installatons:  defnes  that  the  lightng  installaton  has  the 

correct perforiance, in order to providing a control systei, that optiizes the use of natural 

light; 

- HE 4: Minimum solar contributon of domestc hot water: defnes the liiit of the deiand of hot 

water, that contributes to the sustainability, in according to the geographical characteristcs of 

area; 

- HE  5:  Minimum  photovoltaic  contributon  of  electrical  energy:  calculates  the  solar  energy  in 

electricity through photovoltaic panels. Also there values are iiniiui. 

The buildings involved are defned in the Decree 226/2014 of building energy certfcaton (BOVP, 

Boletn Oicial del País Vasco). They are new buildings and existng buildings iodifed or 

restructured, if they have a foor area greater than 1000 i2. It valids for up to 10 years and the 

Autonoious Coiiunity sets specifc conditons for renewal or upgrade. 

The energy qualifcaton is based on standard procedure and it is expressed through indicators that 

explain the reasons for a good or bad energy perforiance of the building. They are: 

- CO2 annual eiissions [kg CO2/i2]; 
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- no-renewable annual consuipton of the energy [kWh/i2]. 
 

These indicators coies froi the calculaton for winter heatng and suiier cooling deiand, their 

fnal and priiary energy consuipton and the saie for sanitary hot water and artfcial lightning. 

The energy class is deteriined by the total priiary energy consuipton and by the total annual 

eiissions. 

The energy class is  identfed by an alphabet  indicator, in which the leter G represents  the class 

characterized by the index of higher perforiance (greater energy consuipton), while the leter A 

represents the class with the best perforiance index (lower energy consuipton). 

The tables below show the index of energy efciency for residental and other sectors. 
 

 
Table 5.9 - Index energy class of residental sector (lef). Index energy class of other (right). 

 

5.1.3 Passive House Certfcaton 

Passive house (Gerian: Passivhaus) is a rigorous, voluntary 

standard  for  energy  efciency  in  a  building  that  is  truly  energy 

efcient, coifortable and afordable at the saie tie. 

Passive House is a true constructon concept that can be applied by 

anyone and anywhere. 

The Passive Houses: 
 

- Allow for space heatng and cooling; 

- Make efcient use of the sun; 

- Have high level of indoor coifort; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.10 - Passivehouse logo 
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- Have ventlaton systei for superior air quality and a highly efcient heat recovery unit. 
 

No mater the climate or geographical region, Passive Houses stay at  a  comfortable 

temperature  year  round  with  minimal  energy  inputs.  Such  buildings  are  heated  “passively”, 

making  efcient  use  of  the  sun,  internal  heat  sources  and  heat  recovery  so  that  conventonal 

heatng  systems  are  rendered  unnecessary  throughout  even  the  coldest  of  winters.  During 

warmer  months,  Passive  Houses  make  use  of  passive  cooling  techniques  such  as  strategic 

shading to keep comfortably cool. Either way, a Passive House’s high quality insulaton keeps the 

temperature comfortable, just where it is needed.[Source: passivehouse-internatonal.org] 

The Passivhaus standard requires to the buildings the following requireients: 
 

- Annual heatng and cooling deiand not iore than 15 kWh/i2 per year; 

- Total priiary energy consuipton iust not be iore than 60 kWh/i2 per year; 

- The  building  iust  not  leak  iore  air  than  0.6  ties  the  house  voluie  per  hour  at  50  Pa  as 

tested by a blower door, or alternatvely when looked at the surface area of the enclosure, the 

leakage rate iust be less than 0.05 cubic feet per iinute. 

The  Passive  House  concept  itself  reiains  the  saie  for  all  of  the  world’s  climates  but  the  details 

have to be adapted to the specifc cliiate in which the building will be constructed. The building 

characteristcs that ieets the Passive House requireients will be diferent for one located in a cool 

cliiate than for a located in a wari cliiate. 

  
Figure 5.5 – Buildings with Passive house certfcaton in the world 
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5.1.4 LEED Certfcaton 

‘LEED  -  Leadership  in  Energy  and  Environmental    Design  -  is  the  most  widely  used  green  building  

ratng system in the world. Available for virtually all building project types, from new constructon to 

interior it-outs  and operaton &  maintenance, LEED provides  a  framework that project teams  can 

apply  to  create  healthy,  highly  efcient,  and  cost-saving  green  buildings.  LEED  certicaton  is  a 

globally recognized symbol of sustainability achievement.’ [Source: usgbc.org]  

It  is  devised  by  the United  States  Green  Building  Council (USGBC)  and  it is  credit-based,  allowing 

projects to earn points for environientally friendly actons taken during constructon and use of a 

building.  Diferent  levels  can  be  reached,  based  on  the  building  scores,  as  shown  in  the  fgures 

below: 

- Certfed 40 - 49 Points; 

- Silver 50 - 59 Points; 

- Gold 60 - 79 Points; 

- Platnui 80-110 Points. 
 
 
 
 

The  LEED  ratng  systei  is  structured  in  7  sectons  organized  into  prerequisites  and  credits.  The 

prerequisites  of each secton are obligatory for the entre building to be  certfed; Credits can be 

selected according to project characteristcs. The sui of credit scores derives froi the certfcaton 

level obtained. 

Below are the prerequisites that iake up LEED: 

- Sustainability Site; 

- Water Manageient; 

- Energy and Environient; 

- Materials and Resources; 

- Indoor Environiental Quality. 
 

Now the credits: 

- Innovaton in Design; 
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- Regional Priority. 
 

LEED is a voluntary prograi, obtaining a LEED certfcaton give a good and positve environiental 

iiage  to  the  coiiunity.  Additonally,  it  allows  beter  indoor  air  quality  and  plenty  of  daylight. 

Studies  have  shown  that  workers  in  these  environients  have  increased  labor  productvity,  job 

retenton, and days worked and students in these environients have higher test scores and lower 

absenteeisi. 

5.1.5 BREEAM Certfcaton 

Froi  the  England,  BREEAM  -  Building  Research  Establishient 

Environiental Assessient Method for buildings, as leed 

certfcaton, it is  required by the building's  custoier. It  can be 

applied not only to newly built buildings but also to existed and 

rehabilitated ones: 
 

- BREEAM New Constructon; 

- BREEAM Internatonal New Constructon; 

- BREEAM In-Use; 

- BREEAM Refurbishient; 

- BREEAM Coiiunites. 
 

It establishes a iethod of assessing, ratng, and certfying the 

sustainability of buildings, as: 

- Manageient; 

- Energy; 

- Health & wellbeing; 

- Transport; 

- Water; 

- Materials; 

- Waste; 

- Land use and ecology; 

- Polluton. 

 
Figure 5.12 - BREEAM logo 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.13 - BREEAM reatng 
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6 Building refurbishient 

The residental sector has  increased considerably in recent  years, causing a huge  energy deiand 

growth. It was caused by technological installatons that provide the indoor coifort such as super- 

technological appliances, coiputers, air conditoning and so on. 

For this reason, the residental and tertary sector, are put in the forefront of energy policies with 

the aii of controlling, or even beter, iiniiizing energy deiand. 

When  we  are  talking  about  a  new  constructon,  we  can  easily  control  and  reduce  the  energy 

deiand.  It  is  planned  during  the  frsts  steps  of  building's  design,  as  its  orientaton,  iagnitude, 

envelope (opaque and glass iaterial and it's featured), types of installatons, feeding with 

renewable sources... 

When we are talking about of constructed buildings, we have to change our point of view. The year 

of  constructon plays  an  iiportant  role: the noriatve was diferent  and no energy perforiance 

was required, so these buildings need to be rehabilitated to iiprove their energy efciency levels 

and reduce wastes and energy costs. 

How can the energy efciency of extnguishing buildings be iiproved? There are diferent optons: 
 

- Rehabilitaton of the enclosure (facade and cover); 
 

- Replaceient of existng installatons with others with beter efciency; 
 

- Change the fuel that feeds the installaton adoptng renewable energy sources. 
 

It's not always possible to iake these changes, or rather, not always can be done at the saie tie. 

The rehabilitaton of existng buildings iust be focused on diferent aspects. 

First of all its cost. Ofen the rehabilitaton proioter does not have the ioney available, so he is 

forced to choose cheaper technologies that, however, can ensure adequate levels of efciency and 

coiply with current energy-saving regulatons. 
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The  second  aspect  to  be  taken  into  account  is  the  current  urban  planning  legislaton.  This  ofen 

liiits the choice of iaterials, their positon, color or the presence of workers, noise, scafolding and 

so on. 

The  third  aspect,  but  no  less  iiportant,  is  the  size  of  the  building,  both  inside  and  outside. 

Rehabilitaton of a building requires tie and space, ofen there is no space available and you are 

forced to foriulate a diferent rehabilitaton plan. 

6.1 Case study: Azkorri Ikastetxea 

The building to be rehabilitated is a priiary school located in Getxo, a iunicipality on the coast of 

the historic territory and province of Vizcaya in the Basque Country, Spain. It is located on the right 

side of the Bilbao river the Nervión and it is part of the ietropolitan area of Bilbao. 

Below the iiagines show the locaton. 
 

 

Figure 6.1 - Localizaton of Basque Country and geographical division  
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Figure 6.2 - Localizaton of Getxo from Google Maps  

 

 

Figure 6.3 - Localizaton of Azkorri school from Google Maps  
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Figure 6.4 - Detail of geograical locaton  

 
The school building is iade up of diferent parts, as shown by the fgure 5.4, built in diferent years. 

The frst was built around the 70s, they are identfy with the leter B. Then, in the 80s, was built the 

A and it was coipleted with another part Cin the 2006. In the saie year the gyi's roof was built, 

identfed with the leter D (fgure 6.5): 
 

 

Figure 6.5 - Identicaton of buildings  
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More detail about the buildings: 
 
• B1, B2, B3: classrooms and teacher’s ofces, built in the 70s;

 
 A: adiinistraton, ofces, warehouse 80s;

 
 C: the dining rooi on the ground foor, built in the 80s;

 
 C: classroois and library at the frst foor, built in the '06 ;

 
 D: the gyi roof, built in the '06.

 
Object of the study is the buildings B1. It is iade of a baseient, a low level and a frst foor, as 

showed in the pictures below: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.6 – Building façade. On the 

lef: SE façade;   

On the right: NO façade; 

Down: a windows detail  
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BASEMENT 
 

 
Figure 7.7 - Plane of basement  

 
LOW LEVEL 

 

 
Figure 6.8 - Plane of low level  
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FLOOR 1 
 

 
Figure 6.9 - Plane of foor 1  

 
The building is iade of the spaces that are shown in the table 6.1: 

 
Table 6.1 – School spaces and areas.  
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Name Area Height 
[m²] [m] 

 
BASEMENT 

diaphanous space 260,78 4 
warehouse 75,6 4 

stairs 22,32 - 
 
 
 

LOW LEVEL 

entry 57,33 4 
infant school zone 149,94 4 

toilets 13,19 4 
classroom 1A 56,28 4 
classroom 2A 56,28 4 

stairs 22,32 - 
 
 
 
 
 

1^ FLOOR 

aisle 29,16 4 
toilets 26,38 4 

classroom 1B 56,28 4 
classroom 2B 56,28 4 
classroom 3B 56,28 4 
classroom 4B 56,28 4 
chief ofce 14,1 4 

teacher room 20,02 4 
meetng room 14,1 4 

stairs 22,32 - 
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Below the façade are showed: 

SOUTH-EAST 

  
 

Figure 6.10 –South-East Façade  

 
NORTH-WEST 

 

 
Figure 6.11 –North-West Façade  
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NORTH-EAST and SOUTH-WEST 
 

 
Figure 6.12 – North-east and South-West Façade  

 
6.1.1 Analysis of the envelope 

In this subchapter, an analysis of the envelope will be carried out, with the aii of studying its 

features and therial characteristcs. 

 The opaque eleient
 

The envelope is iade of double brick with the air chaiber and paintng with light and dark blue 

color fnished. 

The South East and North west façades are characterized by vertcal projectons with therial 

protecton functon, their diiensions are 10,20 x 0,50 x 1,27 i. 

The North East and South West façades have no the vertcal protrusions but the water proofng. 
 

The foor is characterized by the saie structure for all the plants with the only diference of having 

a radiant foor systei in the baseient. 

The roof is iade of the structural part on which the waterproofng is protected by the rock gravel. 

Saie structural details are showing below: 
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FLOOR - LOW LEVEL 

N. Descripton 
s
 

[m] 
1 linoleum 0,01 
2 radiatng foor 0,05 
3 concrete 0,05 
4 slab 0,25 

 

GROUND FLOOR 

N. Descripton 
s
 

[m] 
1 ceramic tles 0,02 
2 concrete 0,05 
3 slab 0,25 

 

FLOOR - 1^ 

N. Descripton 
s
 

[m] 
1 linoleum 0,01 
2 concrete 0,05 
3 slab 0,25 

 

ROOF 

N. Descripton 
s
 

[m] 
1 rock gravel 0,05 
2 water proofng 0,01 
3 concrete 0,05 
4 slab 0,25 
5 air chamber 0,2 
6 false ceiling 0,02 
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FACADES SOUTH-WEST AND NORTH- 
EAST 

N. Descripton 
s
 

[m] 
1 plaster 0,02 
2 water proofng 0,01 
3 brick 0,12 
4 air chamber 0,07 
5 brick 0,07 
6 plaster 0,02 
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FACADES SOUTH-EAST AND NORTH- 
WEST 

N. Descripton 
s
 

[m] 
1 plaster 0,02 
2 brick 0,12 
3 air chamber 0,07 
4 brick 0,07 
5 plaster 0,02 

 

BASEMENT WALL 

N. Descripton s 
[m] 

1 water proofng 0,02 
2 concrete 0,2 
3 plaster 0,02 
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• The glazed eleient 
 

The glazed part of the building is extended froi the southeast to the northwest facades, while the 

north-east and southwest facades have no openings outside. 

There are the diferent type of windows characterized by a diferent shape and therial features, as 

showed in the table 6.2 and 6.3: 

 

Table 6.2 – Thermal characteristcs of glass  
 
 

CODE x [m] y [m] area [m²] 
TYPE 01 2,73 0,95 2,59 
TYPE 02 2,73 2,05 5,60 
TYPE 03 2,44 2,68 6,54 
TYPE 04 4,08 2,57 10,49 
TYPE 05 2,44 2,05 5,00 
TYPE 06 4,08 2,05 8,36 
TYPE 07 3,60 2,40 8,64 
TYPE 08 2,70 0,80 2,16 
TYPE 09 3,60 5,44 19,58 

 

Table 6.3 – Type of windows and their shape  

 
All windows, except the glass brick with ceient iortar, have recently been replaced by keeping the 

hole size but changing the therial characteristcs, as shown in Table 6.2. These windows have the 

sail CLIMALIT of compositon 4+ 16 + 4 + PLANITHERM ‘ULTRA N’ of 4mm, transparent. It is a low 

eiissive glass with high perforiance intended to be asseibled in double glazing. It ofers up to 

three ties iore insulaton than a siiple traditonal glass. 

In the fgure 6.13 a scheie of type of glass is showed: 

DESCRIPTION 
Ug Uf % galss % frame 

[W/m²K] [W/m²K]  
Doble glass with aluminium 
frame and no thermal bridge 

1,8 3,2 75 25 

Glass brick with cement 
mortar. Thickness 8 cm 

3,2 
 

100 
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SOUTH-EAST 
 

 
Figure 6.13 – Scheme of type of windows. South-East façade  

 
NORTH-WEST 

 

 
Figure 6.14 – Scheme of type of windows. North-West Façade  
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6.1.2 Analysis of the installatons 

To obtain building consuipton inforiaton, it is iiportant to study the installaton's features 
 

• Heatng systei 

The heatng systei is thus distributed: 

Baseient: no heatng systei; 

Low level: radiant panel; 

First foor: radiators. 

The systei is powered by a diesel fuel boiler with the characteristcs showed in the table 6.4: 
 

 
Table 6.4 – Boiler characteristcs. Figure 6.15 – Imagine of Azkorri’s boilers  

 
 

• Hot water installaton 
 

In the buildings B there are no hot water installaton. 
 

• Light systei 
 

The lightng systei has recently been replaced with T8 LED Tubes. 

BOILER 
Model 
Year of manufacture 
Nominal power [kW] 
Nominal yield [%] 
Load ratng [%] 
Combustble 
Combuston yield [%] 
Indoor temperature [ ] 
Gas temperature [ ] 
O2 concentraton [%] 
CO concentraton [ppm] 

Indelcasa 
700-P 

958 
85,8 

80 
Diesel Fuel 

93,1 
25 

192,4 
1,5 
16 
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6.2 Energy siiulaton 
 

In this chapter, the Azkorri building will be subiited to two energies siiulaton. The frst energy 

siiulaton will be placed in Getxo, Basque Country, Azkorri building country. It will be done with a 

Spanish sofware: CE3X in according with the siiplifed energy certfcaton procedures for existng 

building,  and  in  respect  to  DB-HE  (docuiento  básico  de  ahorro  de  energía)  of  the  CTE  (código 

técnico de la edifcación). The second energy siiulaton will be placed in Turin with the sofware 

Edilcliia, in respect of Ministerial Decree of 26/06/2015 and the Technical Specifcaton 

UN/TS11300. 
 

  Figure 6.16 – Locaton of Bilbao and its climate date  
 

  Figure 6.17 – Locaton of Turin and its climate date  

City Getxo 
Province Bizkaia 
Region Basque Country 
Country Spain 
Lattude 43°21'24.8"N 
Longitude 3°0'41.26"W. 
Alttude 10 m 
Average Temperature minimum -1,4 
Average Temperature maximum 29,9 
Relatve humidity 70% 
Climate zone C1 

 

City Turin 
Province Turin 
Region Piedmont 
Country Italy 
Lattude 45°04' N 
Longitude 7°42' E. 
Alttude 240 m 
Average Temperature minimum -8 
Average Temperature maximum 31 
Relatve humidity 73% 
Climate zone E 
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6.2.1 Energy perforiance of building with CE3X 

The sofware CE3X is a coiputer tool proioted by the Ministry 

Industry,  Energy  and  Tourisi,  through  the  IDAE,  and  by  the 

Ministry of Obtain the energy efciency certfcaton of an 

existng building. 

The prograi is based on the coiparison of the building object 

of the certfcaton and a database that has been prepared for 

 

 

 
Figure 6.18 – CE3X Sofware  

each city of cliiate zones. The database is sufciently wide to cover any case of the Spanish zone in 

which  the  building  is  located.  The  sofware  paraietrizes  the  data  of  the  object  building  and 

coipares  thei  with  the  characteristcs  of  the  cases  collected  in  the  database.  In  this  way,  the 

sofware searches a building with iore siiilar characteristcs and obtains the deiand for heatng 

and cooling of the object building. 

The siiplifed CE³X Energy Certfcaton procedure begins with the collecton of data that defne the 

therial behavior of the existng building and the efciency of its therial installatons. 

The frst data to introduce are the Adiinistratve data, as shown in the fgure 6.19: 

- Building locaton and identfcaton; 

- Client data; 

- Technical data of the certfcatory. 
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Figure 6.19 – Administratve informaton. CE3X Screenshot  

 
 

The second data to introduce are the General data, as shown in the fgure 6.20. 

- Year of constructon and the respectve reference regulatons; 

- Type of building and its intensity of use; 

- Geographic locaton and the respectve therial zone; 

- Geoietric data of the building: useful area, height, nuiber of foors; 

- Deiand for DHW and ventlaton; 

- Mass of interior walls. 
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Figure 6.20 – General data. CE3X Screenshot  

 
 

With the introducton of the general data of the building the sofware autoiatcally associates  a 

cliiatc zone to it. With this inforiaton it prepares a database to calculate heat and cool deiand. 

To coiplete this calculaton, CE3X needs the building envelope data. 

The  subchapter  6.1.1  presents  the  list  of  all  types  of  opaque  and  glazed  coiponents  that  the 

prograi needs. All of this data can be introduced in the sofware, as shown in the Figures below: 
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- GROUND FLOOR 
 

Figure 6.21 – Inserton of ground foor. CE3X Screenshot  
 

- BASAMENT WALL 
 

Figure 6.22 – Inserton of basement wall. CE3X Screenshot  
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- ROOF 
 

Figure 6.23 – Inserton of roof. CE3X Screenshot  
 

Figure 6.24 – Inserton of roof details. CE3X Screenshot  
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- EXTERNAL WALL 
 

Figure 6.25 – Inserton of external wall. CE3X Screenshot  

 

Figure 6.26 – Inserton of external wall details. CE3X Screenshot  
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- WINDOWS 
 

Figure 6.27 – Inserton of windows. CE3X Screenshot  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.28 – Inserton of building shade. CE3X Screenshot  

The  windows  have  to  be  inserted 

for every diferent wall orientaton. 

It  afects  the  aiount  of  heat  and 

sunlight  that  enter  in  the  building. 

Each  window  has  a  building  shade, 

for its presence of vertcal 

protrusions. The sofware will 

calculate the shade with the 

introducton of a specifc geoietric 

paraieters, as shown in the Figure 

6.28. 
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- THERMAL BRIDGES 
 

Figure 6.29 – Inserton of thermal bridges. CE3X Screenshot  

 
At the low level and, the frst foor, no interior walls have been introduced because the building is 

iade up of a single therial zone, except for the baseient. 

All the therial bridges provided by the sofware have been introduced (except for the therial 

bridge created with a balcony) by the year constructon of the building. 

The other inforiaton that the sofware needs, is about the building installatons. In the subchapter 

6.1.2 there are all the inforiaton about it. 

As shown in the fgure below, CE3X is able to calculate diferent type of installaton, as: 

- DHW; 

- Heatng Systei; 

- Cooling systei; 

- DHW and heatng iix systei; 

- Light system;…etc. 
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- CE3X INSTALLATION SYSTEM 
 

Figure 6.30 – CE3X installatons. CE3X Screenshot  

 
For the case study only the heatng and light systei will be included. The building has no other 

installaton systei. 
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- HEATING SYSTEM 
 

Figure 6.31 – Inserton of heatng system. CE3X Screenshot  
 

- LIGHT SYSTEM 
 

Figure 6.32 – Inserton of light system. CE3X Screenshot  
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When all paraieters required for the sofware have been entered, the calculaton of the energy 

classifcaton is carried out: 

Figure 6.33 – Energy classiicaton  

 
The fnal result corresponds to a C, equivalent to an eiission of kgCO2/i2 of 67.6. 

 
As  we  can  see,  the  worst  eiissions  calculated  by  the  sofware  are  the  heatng  deiand  and  its 

correspondent energy source. It derives froi the characteristcs of the building envelope: in spite 

of the therially-enhanced windows (recently changed), the interior environient contnues to have 

signifcant heat losses due to the presence of a façade constructed of obsolete techniques. 

The prograi calculates the cooling deiand and its consuipton even though there is no cooling 

installaton.  It  is  because  the  sofware  DOES  NOT  WORK  with  IT  building.  The  sofware  looks  for 

siiulatons with characteristcs iore siiilar to those of the building object and interpolates with 

respect to thei the deiands of heatng and cooling, thus obtaining the deiands of heatng and 

cooling of the object building. 

Finally, the prograi generated a docuient in which appears the iost iiportant inforiaton and 

results obtained. 
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Figure 6.34 – Energy performance certicate 

 
CE3X allows to choose building iiproveient ieasures and iakes an estiate of thei. I have 

choose to iiprove the façade: 
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Figure 6.35 – Building improvement measures. Insulaton of façade  

 
The next chapters will show the rehabilitaton of the building façade and then re-classifcaton 

through the Spanish CE3X and Italian Edilcliia sofwares. 
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6.2.2 Iiproveient ieasure: façade rehab 

Professional building facade and exterior rehabilitaton begins with a thorough examinaton 

of the structure’s existng conditon including the underlying facade support, exterior surface, 

rooing, windows and any atachments such as porches, overhangs and stylistc treatments. 

The examinaton generally includes a review of any original plans, related constructon 

documents, previous repair work and updates to arrive at a comprehensive understanding of 

the structure’s current exterior conditon. [Source: Facade Maintenance Design, PC]. 

 

As described in the previous chapters, the façade of the 

Azkorri  building has no isolaton.  Aiong the various  types of 

existng  façade  in  constructon,  already  analyzed  in  the  sub- 

chapter  3.3.2  the  Exterior  Insulaton  and  Finishing  Systei, 

knew as EIFS (or External Thermal Insulaton Composite 

System  ETICS),  is  chosen  (spanish  versión  SATE,  Sistemas  de 

Aislamiento Térmico por el Exterior). 

 

 

Figure 6.36 – EIFS façade  

 

Exterior Insulaton and Finish Systeis are iult-layered exterior wall systei. It provides superior 

energy efciency and ofer iuch greater design fexibility than other cladding products. 

EIFS typically consist of the following coiponents: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A silicone resin priier that periits difusion 

and is based on SBS enhances drying and 

protects against hariful salts. 
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Adhesive iortar is used to atach the 

insulaton systei to the exterior wall. 

 
 
 
 
 

Insulaton that guarantees the energy 

perforiance of buildings. There are diferent 

typologies according to the characteristcs 

required. 

 
 
 

Polyier iodifed dry-iix iortar is applied 

to secure the glassfber iesh. The iortar 

iakes for a coiposite base that is both 

secure and fexible. 

 
 
 
 

The glassfber iash is applied to the 

insulaton panel to reinforce its iipact 

resistance. The iesh is eibedded in the 

base coat. 
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Typical coatng include hydrophobic plasters 

iade of iineral, acrylic, silicate or silicone. is 

one of the least expensive and iost ofen 

used facade iaterials for new buildings and 

renovaton projects in Europe. 

 

 
Silicone resin eiulsion paints are ideal 

because they are both water-repellent and 

water-vapor perieable. They thus help to 

protect the entre ETICS against weathering. 

 
 
 

The  choice  of  an  ETICS  systei  results  froi  the  benefts  it  brings  to  the  structure:  no  reduces 

internal voluie, eliiinates therial bridges, it is iore cheap than the other soluton and give an 

unliiited design fexibility, it coies in virtually liiitless colors and a wide variety of textures. They 

also can be fashioned into virtually any shape or design. 

ETICS literally wraps  the  exterior in an energy-efcient  therial blanket.  By insulatng  outside the 

structure,  EIFS  reduces  air  infltraton,  stabilizes  the  interior  environient  and  reduces  energy 

consuipton. 

In  fact, ETICS can reduce air infltraton by as  iuch as  55% coipared to standard  brick or wood 

constructon.  And  since  walls  are  one  of  the  greatest  areas  of  heat  and  air  conditoning  loss, 

iiproveient in the wall insulaton can be very ieaningful in teris of energy conservaton. 

To  provide  the  systei  with  a  lastng  service  life,  so  as  to  iaintain  adequate  internal  coifort 

conditons, a periodic iaintenance should include thorough checking of the fashing and sealing to 

ensure  that  the  building  envelope  reiains  watertght.  Daiaged  or  iissing  fashing  should  be 

repaired or replaced iiiediately; likewise, cracked or deteriorated sealant should iiiediately be 

repaired, or reioved and replaced. 
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For the Azkorri façade rehabilitaton provides: 

- insulaton of wood fber with thermal conductvity (λ) of 0,039 W/iK: 
 

Figure 6.37 – Image of wood iber  
 

- fberglass  iesh  interposed  between  two  layers  of  iortar,  to  give  greater  resistance  and 

protecton to the insulaton; 

- iortar  for  exterior,  arid  projected  or  stone,  indicated  for  areas  sensitve  to  erosion  as  low 

plants or baseboards because it ofers good surface resistance fnish, with therial conductvity 

(λ) of 1,16 W/iK: 

 

 Figure 6.38 – Image of mortar  

 
In the subchapter below a new energy classifcaton, with ETICS systei, will be shown. 

First of all, the building will be classifed with the CE3X prograi, then with the Italian sofware. 
 

6.2.2.1 Energy perforiance of building with CE3X 

The data that will change, coipared to the previous analysis, are those related to the opaque 

eleient, as showed in the fgures 6.39 and 6.40: 
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Figure 6.39 – New façade with ETICS soluton  

 
The thickness chosen for insulaton is 80ii (0,08i): 

 

Figure 6.40 – New façade with ETICS soluton (with CE3X)  
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The  new  opaque  envelope  transiitance  is:  U=  0,38  W/i2K.  Iiproving  façade  insulaton,  in  this 

case with an ETICS systei, it gets beter indoor coifort conditons as well as the risk of intersttal 

condensaton.  This  avoids  the  presence  of  dehuiidifers  during  the winter  season  and  decreases 

heatng deiand, its consuipton, and cost. 

The ETICS systei reduces the therial bridges as: 
 

- Therial bridge between pillar and external wall; 
 

- Therial bridge of an angle pillar; 
 

- Therial bridge between façade and slab. 
 

Figure 6.41 – Thermal bridge that stll remain in the façade   

 
Now, there are no other new paraieters to introduced in the sofware, and a new classifcaton  

can be carried out: 
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Figure 6.42 – Energy classiicaton with ETICS system  

 
The fnal result corresponds to a C, equivalent to an eiission of kgCO2/i2 of 51,6, 16 kgCO2/i2 less 

than the previous classifcaton. 

If we want to do a coiparison between afer and before, the following fgures can show the 

diference: 
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Figure 6.43 – Diference between afer and before the ETICS system  
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6.2.2.2 Energy perforiance of building with Edilcliia 
 

This subchapter will show the Italian Energetc 

Certfcaton with Italian sofware Edilcliia. It calculates 

the energy perforiance of buildings in accordance with 

the Technical Specifcatons UNI/TS 11300 1-2-3-4, such 

as winter and suiier cooling, hot water, lightng, and 

 

 
Figure 6.44 – Edilclima sofware  

ventlaton. Also, it allows for the energy audit, evaluatng the actual consuipton of the building in 

according to the actual heatng season. 

Finally it produces the Energy Perforiance Certfcate (natonal or regional) and verifcaton of the 

iiniiui requireients. At the certfcate is atributed an energy efciency class and score, which 

has ranges froi a class A+ for greater energy efciency (score 10), to class G for the least efcient 

(score 0), that is equivalent a priiary energy deiand very high. 

To start the Energy Certfcaton it begins with the collecton of data that defne the therial 

behavior of the existng building and the efciency of its therial installatons. 

The frst data to introduce are the General data, as shown in the fgure 6.45: 

- Certfcatory data, Building locaton and its use; 

- Cliiatc data; 

- Reference legislaton; 

- Default data. 
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6.45 - Certicatory data, Building locaton and its use  

 

6.46 – Climatc data  
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The sofware allows the inserton of the locaton in which where the building, and it autoiatcally 

defnes the cliiatc data of the area (teiperature, radiaton, wind, dry and wet bulb teiperature, 

climatc  zone…)and  planimetric  informaton  like  alttude,  longitude  and  lattude,  according  to  the 

“UNI 10349-2016 Dat climatci(, as shown in the fgure 6.46. 

Then  the  Regulatory  regiie  have  been  chosen,  in  order  to  confri:  the  verifcatons  of  law  in 

according to the DGR n. 46-11968, the technical report and the certfcate of energy qualifcaton 

for  buildings  whose  request  for  ttle  of  the  building  is  later  than  01.10.2015  according  to  the 

Interiinisterial Decree of 26.06.2015. For therial bridges has been chosen an analytcal  

calculaton  in  according  to  UNI  EN  ISO  14683,  and  the  liiinal  resistance  has  been  concerned  to 

Appendix A of the UNI EN ISO 6946. The building has a no air conditoned zone and the analytcal 

calculaton was selected in reference to the legislaton UNI EN 12831 and UNI/TS 11300-1. Instead 

for internal heat capacity was selected the siiplifed calculaton only for existng building with no 

building structure inforiatons. 
 

6.47 – Reference legislaton  
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In the last paragraph Default data has been defned the inforiaton of areas of building, such as the 

internal teiperature in respect of law the UNI EN 12831, the air changes according to UNI 10339, 

the  heat  capacity  for  area,  the  correcton  of  the  power  for  interiitent  heatng,  the  conversion 

factor  in  priiary  energy,  renewable  and  nonrenewable  and  eiission  factor  of  CO2  related  to 

electricity, the factors in non-renewable priiary energy conversion, renewable and total relatng to 

the energy produced by solar therial or photovoltaic. 
 

6.48 – Default data  

 
Then the buildings coiponent will be defned: 

 
- external and internal walls; 

 
- ceilings; 

 
- foors; 

 
- therial bridges; 

 
- windows. 
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- EXTERNAL WALLS WITH ETICS SYSTEM 
 

6.49 – Deiniton of wall stratgraphy  
 

First of all the wall stratgraphy has been defned, the prograi periits to choose a diferent type of 

wall:  in  contact  with the  ground  or  with the  air-conditoned/  no-conditoned  zone,  external, 

internal, etc... 

EC700 allows the hygrotherial verifcaton and the vapor pressure in the stratgraphy of the wall, 

that the corners of the graph never cross, and so this ieans the absence of condensaton as shown 

in the pictures below: 
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6.50 – Hygrothermal veriicaton of wall  
 

6.51 – Vapor pressure in the wall  
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Finally the therial transiitance is 

carried  out  in  according  to  the  UNI  EN 

ISO 6946. 

Moreover it was estiate the total 

thickness,  the  perieability,  the  surface 

iass,  periodic  transiitance,  the  factor 

of atenuaton, the therial gap, therial 

capacity and the surface therial 

resistance both internal and external. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.52 –Thermal transmitance of the external wall  
 
 

For the baseient wall, the saie passage will be repeated: the stratgraphy will be defned, the 

hygrotherial and vapor verify will be done, and fnally, the transiitance will be calculated. 

6.53 – Basament wall stratgraphy  
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6.54 – Hygrothermal veriicaton (lef) and Transmitance value (right)  

 
It can see that the baseient wall pass the superfcial condensaton verify, but not the intersttal. 

The sofware periits to see in with ionths there will be this phenoienon. 

When the structure has a wall in contact to the ground, the sofware needs to know what the 

ground foor associated with it. 

- FLOOR 
 

First of all the ground foor will be shown, it is the foor associated to the baseient wall: 
 

6.55 – Ground foor 

stratgraphy.  
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6.56 – Hygrothermal veriicaton (lef) and Transmitance value (right)  

 
The steps are equals for the other foors and for ceilings. 

Now the therial bridge will be defned. 

- THERMAL BRIDGE 

There are introduced the following therial bridges: 

- Therial bridge between pillar and external wall; 

- Therial bridge of an angle pillar; 

- Therial bridge of corner between walls; 

- Therial bridge between façade and slab; 

- Therial bridge between façade and fraie; 

- Therial bridge between façade and ground foor; 

- Therial bridge between façade and roof. 

The frst three have been greatly reduced by the ETICS systei, in fact, its calculated rate is aliost  

0, as shown in the fgure below. They are calculated by reference to the standard “EC709  – Pont 

termici(, for the purpose of evaluatng the thermal transmitance value reported by the UNI EN ISO 

10211. 
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6.57 – Thermal bridge of corner between walls  

 
If we want to introduce a therial bridge between pillar and external wall or therial bridge of an 

angle  pillar,  the  sofware  has  the  opton  to  insert  the  pillar  with  ‘Input  grafco’.  This  opton 

autoiatcally associates a value of therial bridge. 

- WINDOWS 
 

First  of  all  the  type  of  fraie  and  its  perieability  class  are  defned,  in  coipliance  with  UNI  EN 

12207. Then the therial resistance of the closures according to the values provided in Appendix G 

of the UNI EN ISO 10077-1, and fnally the value of fshut, in reference to the UNI/TS 11300-1. 

Afer that, the value of the glass transiitance will be introduced and the window transiitance 

value will be obtained in according to the UNI EN ISO 10077 
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6.58 – Deiniton of window features  
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6.59 – Deiniton of shading  

When the buildings 

coiponent are all defned, 

theirs shadows will be 

introduced.  The  building  has 

vertcal bosses that will be 

inserted  in  the  prograi.  The 

diiension  of  bosses  and  the 

distance between thei will 

be put. The building has 5 

types of shading. 

 
Thanks  to the graphic  input,  the structure can be  designed and, according  to  right  orientaton,  it 

was possible to deteriine the dispersive surfaces of both individual area and the entre building. 

The therial visualizaton, choose froi the sofware, shows the progress of the eleients (opaque 

and  glaze)  therial  transiitance.  This  representaton  iakes  it  possible  to  identfy  the  iore 

dispersants eleients (red) and to take appropriate acton on thei of energy saving ieasures.  

6.60 – Thermal visualizaton of the building  
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The  building  is  iade  of  two  diferent  therial  zone:  unconditoned  baseient,  and  conditoned 

classroois  and  adiinistratve  areas.  For  each  rooi  have  been  reported  the  category  of  use  in 

reference to DPR 412, the internal teiperatures, any internal contributons deteriined in 

accordance with the technical specifcaton UNI/TS 11300-1 of the space and the data relatng to 

ventlaton and lightng. For each spaces have been inserted the dispersing eleients specifying the 

exposure, shading and the surface. 

The baseient as an unconditoned rooi: 
 

6.61 – Basement as an unconditoned room and its results (down). 
 

The  result  are  the  therial  exchanges  that 

occur for transiission and ventlaton 

between the unheated rooi and the 

exterior air. The coefcient btr,u are 

autoiatcally defned. 
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The conditoned roois are distributed in the low and frst foor, as shown in the fgure below. Each 

foor has been assigned the respectve conditoned roois of which the lightng and the dispersing 

structures iust be defned. 
 

6.62 – Air-conditoned rooms and their data.  
 

The  next  iiportant  step  is  defned 

the installaton, in order to calculate 

the  proft  in  the  building,  although 

the installaton about heatng, 

ventlaton,  hot  water,  cooling  and 

use of renewable sources (solar 

therial or photovoltaic). 

The  building,  as  already know,  only 

has central heatng installaton. 

 
6.63 – Central heatng system  
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6.64 – General data of heatng system 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
6.65 – Subsystems of heatng system 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.66 – Generaton of heatng system 

First of all I have defned the 

circuits and their features as 

operaton days and shutdown 

tie,  subsysteis  to calculate  the 

perforiance and the loss of each 

subsystei. 

It starts  froi  the  calculaton  of 

the eiission subsystei, 

deteriining the average height of 

the space, the type of control 

teriinal (radiant panels and 

radiators), the eiission efciency 

ηe (%), the nominal power of 

teriinal (w), electrical 

requireients, all following the 

UNI / TS 11300-2. 

Due to lack of inforiaton and 

knowing that the heatng 

installaton  is  old,  it  is  assuied  a 

ianual shutdown with no 

insulated piping. 
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Finally, I defned the generaton. The installaton includes a traditonal boiler powered by gasoline. 

The noiinal power data, generaton efciency, and boiler power supply has been entered and the 

conversion factors into priiary energy have been autoiatcally input froi the prograi. 

6.67 – Generaton subsystem  

 
When all the building informaton and features are inserted, the sofware can calculate the ‘results’. 

In  the  "Winter  Energy"  there  are  the  results  relatng  to  the  external  building  structures  that 

deliiitng a defned voluie of space and internal structures that share the above voluie,  

excluding installatons  and the technological systei. They have  calculated the winter power with 

dispersions  for  rooi  or  coiponent  or  orientaton.  The  calculaton  of  the  dispersion  is  based 

considering the internal teiperature, net voluie, dispersed power for transiission, ventlaton, to 

interiitently and dispersed by space. 
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6.68 – Winter energy calculaton  

 
Finally EC700 allows a iore detailed view of the therial exchanges of the various coiponents. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.69 – Thermal exchange of opaque element 

Here are showed the 

therial exchange of 

the opaque eleients in 

which the roof ha iore 

losses, for this reason 

the Level 1 has 44 

kWh/i3 of energy 

consuipton. 

 
 

  
6.70 – Thermal exchange of opaque element, zone summary  
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Let focus on what happen to the 

therial bridge. As already ientoned, 

The ETICS systeis reduces thei, so 

their values in nearly zero, except for 

the therial bridge between wall and 

fraie. 
 

 
 

6.71 – Thermal exchange of thermal bridge 

 
Instead in the priiary energy calculaton, they are calculated perforiances and priiary energy 

deiand for the building according to the Technical Specifcaton UNI / TS 113002 and UNI / TS 

11300-4 
 

6.72 – Primary energy calculaton 

 
Afer coipletng the inforiaton about the useful and priiary energy of the building, it ioved to 

coipare the perforiance of the building with the iiniiui requireients established by natonal 

legislaton, through the verifcaton of the law. The regional law checks are all negatve, except for 

the energy needs for suiier cooling. The reason is siiple, the building has been built to ieet the 

needs of the Getxo cliiatc requireient, whose is less rigid than in Turin. 
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The verifcaton of DLgs 3 Marzo 2011 n.28 is totally negatve for the absence of reiovable source. 
 

6.73 – Low veriicaton(DGR 4 Agosto 2009) 
 

6.74 – Low veriicaton (DLgs 3 Marzo 2011) 

 
Finally the sofware generated the certfcate of qualifcaton energy of the building in accordance 

with  Annex  5  of  the  natonal  leader  for  energy  certfcaton  of  buildings  (Ministerial  Decree  of 

26.6.2009).  In  the  certfcate  is  calculated  the  therial  perforiance  index  useful  for  heatng  and 

cooling of the building, that in the this case appears as bad quality. 

In conclusion, the sofware defnes the energy class of the building, depending on the index of not 

renewable global energy perforiance, based on an alphabetcal indicator where the leter G 
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represents  the  class  characterized  by  the  index  of  the  highest  perforiance,  and  the  leter  A 

represents  the  class  with  the  best  perforiance  index  (lower  power  consuipton),  untl  A4  that 

representng the highest energy perforiance. 

The sofware gives the possibility to separate the diferent levels that iade up the building and see 

the classifcaton level of each one. 
 

6.75 – Energy classifcaton of building’s levels  

 
EC700 has associated a leter E to Azkorri building. It corresponds to an annual energy consuipton 

of 195,67 kWh/i2anno. 
 

6.76 – Energy performance certicate of Edilclima Sofware  

 
This certfcaton is done with ETICS wall with the result of E energetc class. Below there is a 

certfcaton with no ETICS systei. 
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- EXTERNAL WALLS WITH NO ETICS SYSTEM 
 

6.77 – Deiniton of wall stratgraphy without etcs system  
 

- THERMAL BRIDGES 
 

With no ETICS systei, the therial bridges worsen and they allow to pass iore energetc 

exchanges. 
 

6.78 – Thermal bridge without etcs system  
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Finally, the prograi defnes the energy class of the building, as it has done before: 
 

 

6.79 – Energy performance certicate of Edilclima Sofware  
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7 Conclusions 
 

The  aii  of  this  thesis  work  is  focused  on  the  buildings  energy  efciency  afer  and  before  their 

refurbishient, in fact, the building case of study, has been subjected to an energy refurbishient of 

the façade. 

It is also interestng to be able to carry out the energy classifcaton of the study building using two 

diferent sofware: 

CE3X,  sofware  used  in  Spain,  useful  for  energy  classifcaton  of  existng  buildings,  and  Edilcliia, 

Italian sofware that can be used indiscriiinately for new buildings, energy upgrades, renovatons 

etc ... With the use of this sofware, it was able to coipare the results obtained afer and before 

the façade refurbishient, that consists in an ETICS systei with a fner wood insulaton of 8 ci. The 

reducton in energy consuipton is about 25% while CO2 eiission reductons are 30%. 

It is  interestng  to  see  the  diference  between  the  two  sofware  as  well  as on  the  cliiatc 

diferences between Spain and Italy and their regulatory regiies. 

Coiparing the two sofware, you iiiediately realize how diferent they are and how iuch one is 

iore detailed than the other. Both sofware is based on current regulatons and has a default data 

(cliiatc zone, outdoor teiperature, relatve huiidity, etc.) that will be used to iake calculatons. 

The two prograis also allow the inserton of the envelope's opaque and transparent eleients. In 

this case, Edilcliia allows to detail the windows iuch beter than CE3X. It gives the possibility to 

insert internal or external blinds, Venetan blinds or other shading eleients. 

The  other  diference  between  these  two  can  be  found  when  Edilcliia  is  able  to  consider  air- 

conditoned and non-conditoned roois. These will be useful for calculatng energy losses between 

these spaces. 

Both  sofware  allow  the  inserton  of  therial  bridges,  but  CE3X  inserts  thei  by  default  while 

Edilcliia  presents a  nuiber  of  diferent typologies that  difer  in  shape  and  positon of  the 

insulaton. 

Another  iiportant  distncton  can  be  seen  in  the  installaton  data,  the  Italian  sofware  requires 

iore detailed data than the Spanish. 
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The  cliiatc  diference  between  the  two  cites  and  their  regleientary  regiien  is  the  essence  of 

why we have so high diferent qualifcaton of the saie building. Here are two tables taken froi 

Chapter 6: 

Figure 7.1 – Comparison between the two cites  

 
The substantal diference between your cites is undoubtedly the outdoor teiperature. Turin has a 

iiniiui  calculaton  teiperature  of  -8  °C  while  in  Bilbao  it  is  -1.4  °C.  As  far  as  the  iaxiiui 

calculaton teiperature, Torino has 31 °C while Bilbao 29.9 C. The European legislaion will be use  

to  calculate  the  transiitance  of  opaque  and  glazed  eleients  and  the  therial  bridges,  but,  to 

calculate the Energy perforiance, the regionals laws will be used. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.2 – Regional legislaton of Turin. Thermal transmitance  

Froi UNI 10349 and prEN 

12831  the  Italian  cliiatc  data 

will  be  obtained  and  it  assigns 

the therial zone and the 

respectve ionthly 

teiperatures  that  will  be  used 

in the building perforiance 

calculaton. 

The regional liiits will establish 

the periissible transiitance 

value  for  the  various  enclosure 

coiponents. The frst level is 

coipulsory for all, and the second one will be tax incentves if it is reached. 

City Getxo 
Province Bizkaia 
Region Basque Country 
Country Spain 
Lattude 43°21'24.8"N 
Longitude 3°0'41.26"W. 
Alttude 10 m 
Average Temperature minimum -1,4 
Average Temperature maximum 29,9 
Relatve humidity 70% 
Climate zone C1 

 

City Turin 
Province Turin 
Region Piedmont 
Country Italy 
Lattude 45°04' N 
Longitude 7°42' E. 
Alttude 240 m 
Average Temperature minimum -8 
Average Temperature maximum 31 
Relatve humidity 73% 
Climate zone E 
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Spanish  legislaton is  based on CTE  (Código Técnico de la Edifcación) and the energetc part is in 

DBHE (Docuiento Básico de Ahorro de Energía), which gives the cliiatc zone C1 and the following 

legislatve liiits: 
 

Figure 7.3 – Limits of thermal transmitance. CTE, DBHE  

 
Concluding,  energy  certfcaton  depends  on  iany  factors.  First  of  all  by  the  geographic  locaton  

and its cliiatc conditons and regulatory liiits, secondly on the sofware that will be used and its 

degree of detail. 
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